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The following paper describes the geology of the Ea.st Coach-
ella Tunnel of the Lietropolitan Water District of Southern Cali-
, fornia. This tunnel extends along the southern flank of the Little 
San Bernardino I1ountains, in Riverside county, California, 
Four rock types were encountered in -t', c: excavation of the 
tunnel: a regionally metamorphosed series of schists and c;neisses 
of sedimentary origin, ~ere called the Jerdoo series; granitoid 
rocks resulting from replacE:L110nt, called the J..1~1er:ne~l CanJon ser-
iE.s; s. grnnitic intrusive called the Pargo granite; and bench 
gravels. 
l'he Berdoo series is divisible on the basis of lit11ology into 
three facies: a. dark thin-bedded feldspathic and biotitic schist, 
a light gray feldspathic gneiss, s.nd Et medium gray coarse grained 
schist \·,-hi ch .is transitional between the first two·. 
'i'he Ther:-aal Canyon series co·nsist of massive granitoid rocks 
1::~hich are of the mineralot;ic9.l composition and general aspect of 
quartz-diorites. 
Jetween these tv:o rock series occurs a transition zone of fro;~1 
1000 to. 6000 feet in width z:ithin v.-hich, as examined in the field, 
the sedimenta.ry textures and structures whicfi characterize the Ber-
doo series appear to gradually give wa; to the massive granitoid 
textures of the -L'herrne.l Canyon series. Petrographic studies reveal 
the existence of a zone of :nineralogical gradation between the two 
series vdthin v.hich the assemblage \.hi ch constitutes the :lerdoo 
series gradually becomes replaced throu[h recrystallization by 
that v:hich constitutes the Thermal Canyon series. 'l"'?1e minerals of 
the recrystallized assemblage are not conformable to definite sur-
fac€s such as bedding, but instead snow the fortuitous orientation 
of ~n igneous rock. Also, the plagioclase feldspars of the recryst-
allized assemblase o.rE.: slightly mort;. calcic than those of the Jer-
doo series. 
Chemical analyses show t£1a.t the composition of the two rock 
series is very nearly the same, excepting for a progressive increase 
in lime, 01:.~:. corresponding decreases in ferric iron and potassa 
vdth advancing recrystallization. 
·::ihe results of field, petrographic, a.11d chemical methods of 
investigation thus indicate that the rher:nal Canyon serie~:: rocks 
resulted t,1\:;-ough recrystallization of a portion of the Jerdoo ser-
ies rocks. Ascendin£ hot solutions ·-:v:d cases of ma.gmatic origin are 
postulated as the actuating agencies in the recrystallization. 
The F'a.re;o granite occurs as an intrusive stock in th€ east 
central po.rtion of the area, and consists of a pinkish gray 
coarsely crystalline rock of about the miners.logical composition 
of a quartz -monzoni t e. 
rhe chief structural feature of the area is faulting, of 
VIhich tv;o syste~ns are recognizable, one ·which trends easterly, and. 
one v:hich tr€nds northerly. I'wo successive )eriods of domical up-
lift in the south-eastern i)Ortion of the area are postulated as 
causes for the faulting. 
The geological aspects of tunnel excavation, ~ith especial 
reference to the influence of structure, are discussed briefly. 
I 1. 0 120" 
?ig. 1. outline Vap of California. 
'Shoi;ring location of East Coachella Tunnel Area 
Scale, 1 inch "' 80 miles. 
THE GEOLOGY OF THE EAST COACHELLA TUNNEL 
OF THE 
METROPOLIT.aN 'ii.ATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
by 
Donald D. MacLellan 
INTRODUCTION 
In the year 1929 the Metropolitan Water Dis-
trict or Southern California began operations on the 
construction of an aqueduct the purpose of which is to 
bring water from the Colorado river to various cities 
in the southern California coast region. As the route 
of this aqueduct traverses the entire width of the 
state of California several mountain ranges were en-
countered, many of which had to be pierced by t~nnels. 
The longest of these tunnels is the East Coachell€:., 
which extends along the southern flank of the Little 
San Bern~rdino mountains. (See Fig. 1.) Acting on a 
suggestion by the f"aculty of the Division of Geology 
and Paleontology of the Californio Institute, a study 
of the geology of the region. traversed by the East 
Coachella tunnel was made by the writer, a report on 
the findings o::t· which is hereby presented. The report 
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includes detailed descriptions of the rock formations 
occurring in the area, together with explanations of 
the various geologic processes by which these rocks 
were modified since their emplacement. The surface 
manifestations of certain unfavorable conditions en-
countered during the process of excavation of the 
tunnel are described, in the hope that s imile.r mani-
festations encountered elsewhere may be more easily 
recognized, and their significance more fully appre-
ciated. 
Location ~ ~ of ii~· The East Coachella 
Tunnel extends along the southern flank cf the Little 
San Bernardino mountains from Thermal Canyon to Fan 
Hill Canyon, in Riverside count:y, California. {See 
Fig. l and Pl. 1.) It has a length of almost nineteen 
miles and a cross-section sixteen by sixteen feet. 
The study on which this report is based in-
cluded examinations of all rocks exposed in the tunnel 
and on the overlying surface, a topographic map made 
by the engineering department of the Metropolitan Water 
District beir1g used as a base map on which to plot the 
surface geology. The area examined includes the entire 
slope of the Little San Bernardino mountains from Ther-
mal Canyon to :E'an Hill Canyon, the tract thus delin;i ted 
being about twenty miles long and three to three-and-
one-half miles wide. 
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Routes of Access. The most important com-
munity in the vicinity of the East Coachella Tunnel 
aree. is the city of Indio, which is about fifteen 
miles south of the east portal of the tunnel. This 
city can be approached over either the Southern 
Pacific Railway or the United States' Highway No. 99. 
From. Indio a system ot' well paved motor roads con-
structed and maintained by the Metropolitan Water Dis-
trict extends along the base of the mountains and con-
nects with the various operating camps which are 
located near the line of the t'mnel, such as Fargo, 
Berdoo, and Pushawalla. No roads or trails have been 
made over the mountai4s. 
F1el4_ !Q!:.!f. 1:.l together about eight months 
were SJ;ent in the field, including three months dur-
ing the summer cf 1934, four months during the SUI!l.ffier 
of 19~i:: and numerous trips of only a few days' dura-
tj Slightly less than halt of this time was spent 
in examination of exposures in the tunnel, the remain-
der being devoted to the surface. 
Acknowledgments. The writer acknowledges 
his indebtedness to the executive staff of the ~etro­
poli tan Water District, who permitted hirr: free access 
to their tunnels during the field investigations. 
Especial appreciation is expressed for courtesies ex-
tended by tbe field personnel of that organization, 
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especially Mr. R. B. Diemer, Chief Engineer, and 
Mr. Weller, Superintendent of Berdoo camp, and :Wi.r. 
Neil O'Donnell, Superintendent of Fargo camp. 
The entire study was carried on under the 
guidance of Professor Ian Campbell of the California 
Institute, to whom the writer is indebted to an ex-
tent that the mere mentioning of the fact can scarcely 
requite. Thanks are also due to Professor John P. 
BuVlalae for advice pertaining to structural problems, 
and to Drs. George H. ii..nderson and Horace J. Fraser 
for helpful suggestions. 
Earlier Investigations. Although it is 
known that some previous geological studies have been 
made in the region of the Little San Bernardino moun-
tains, there apparently has never been any general 
statement published rege.rding the geology of the area 
described in this rep The Cahuilla Valley, of 
which the Coachella Val~, forms a part, was described 
* by 'N. P. Blake ( 1) , who in 1853 made a reconnaissance 
survey of the southern portion of the State of Calif a- n ie 
in conjunction with a partyof engineers of the Pacific 
Railway Survey. 
In 1909, ~. c. Mendenhall (2) in giving a 
sketch of the geography of the Colorado Desert briefly 
~Throughout this report numbers enclosed by 
parentheses refer to works similarly designated in the 
bibliography. 
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but aptly described the physiography, climate, and 
vegetation of the mountains east of the Coachella 
Valley, within which lie tbe East Coachella Tunnel 
area. 
In 1930 Professor F. L. Ransome made a 
reconnaissance survey of the ehtire route of the 
aqueduct for the Metropolitan Water District, to the 
executive department of which he submitted his find-
ings in the form of a private report; this report, 
however, has not been made public. 
Geological investigations have been made 
in territory adjacent to the East Coachella Tunnel 
area in which some conditions were encountered which 
apparently did not differ greatly from those described 
in this report. 
In 1932 Vaughan (3) published a comprehen-
sive report on the geology of the San Bernardino moun-
tains, the western edge of the area described by him 
being about fifteen miles east of the easternmost 
limit of the East Coachella Tunnel area. 
In 1931 Fraser (4) described the geology of 
the San Jacinto quadrangle which is some twenty miles 
south of the East Coachella. Tunnel area, and on the 
opposite side of' the Coachella valley. 
Physiography. The Little San Bernardino 
mount a ins constitute sn exceedingly rugged range of 
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rela.tively moderate elevation forming a portion of the 
chain of mountains which constitutes the east wall of 
the Coachella Valley. When viewed from Indio, which 
lies near the center of the Coachella Valley, the Lit-
tle San Bernardino mountains, there about twelve 
miles distant, appear as a comparatively straight 
mountain chain of even sumr.i t which rises about 2000 
feet above the valley floor. They constitute a typi-
cal arid range, and appear to be almost completely 
devoid of vegetation or of soil. The lower portions 
of the slopes are quite co~monly incised by steep-
walled dry ravir.es, which, however, usually terminate 
a considerable distance below the ridge-line, so that 
the upper slopes tend to be ~ore gently rounded. 
:E'roro, the deeper canyons, such as Yellow 
Spots, Fargo, Indio, and Berdoo, alluvial fans of 
remarkably symmetry extend outward into the valley f'cr 
eight or ten miles. 
Although presenting to the observer in the 
valley the appearance of a single continuous mountain 
chain the Little San Bernardino mountains actually 
consist of ti nurnber of short, more or less irregularly-
aligned mountai1~ masses which vary considerably in 
altitude, these ·oeing separated frorrl one another by 
precii;itous canyons and high passes. The crest-line 
of the range varies in elevation from 2500 to 3000 
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feet, with individual masses attaining elevations of 
3500 feet or more. Th·e floor of the Coachella valley 
here ranges in elevation from twenty feet below sea 
level at Indio to about 2CO feet above sea level at a 
point opposite Fan Hill. Owing to the concavity of 
the transverse profile of the valley, the "toe" of 
the mountain passes under vs.lley alluvium at eleva-
tions which range from 400 to 800 feet. 
across the southern slopes of ttis range 
occur a number of wide benches, which if joined would 
form a single continuous surface the elevation of which 
would range from 1500 to 2000 feet. These benches are 
more distinct towards the eastern end of the range, 
where they occasionally attain widths of 1000 or more 
feet. Other less distinct and less definitely corre-
le.table benches occur at various higher elevations 
throughout the range. As shall be explained more fully 
later, these represent surfaces of denudation cut dur-
ing pauses in the uplif't of tr.le range. 
Climate and Vegetation. Owing to the rela-
tivel~ low elevation of even the highest ridges, tte 
entire area described in this report is subjected to 
an unusually arid climate, and is considered. as form-
ing a part of tte Colorado Desert, one of the most 
truly arid parts of west err: Nortr ... illnerica. according 
to observations made by engineers of the Metropolitan 
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Water District, who maintain a rain-guage at Camp 
Berdoo, the yearly·rair.fall since the establishment 
of the camp in June 1931 was as follows: 
June to December, 
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
2.31 
5.11 
5.78 
5.08 
inches 
" 
II 
During the same period the average daily 
temperature range 1'or the mid-summer and mid-winter 
seasons averaged as follows: 
June 20 to august 30 
December 15 to March l 
117 :B' to ?4 ]' 
70 :F to 44 F 
(Courtesy of the Metropolitan Water Dis-
trict of Southern California. j 
Most of the precipitation occurring in this 
region is in the form of local but intense downpours 
of the cloud-burst type. There are no permanent springs 
or streams, so that, excepting for a few hours fellow-
ing the heavier showers, no water is obtainable on the 
surface at all; even in tte East Coachella tunnel only 
one or twc seeps were found, and of these none was suf-
ticiently pronounced to form continuous dri:ppers. 
Under such conaitions no soil, in the ordinarily ac-
cepted sense of the term, can form at all, t;__e greater 
part of' the products of erosion being removed. almost 
as quickly as formed either by run-off during the 
periods of rain-fall or by wind during the lorig inter-
vening periods of dessication. However, none of the 
mountain slopes is completely devoid of vegetation, 
the distorted and spinous growths characteristic of 
semi-tropical deserts such as the barrel cactus, the 
ocatilla, the cholla, the greasewood, the iron-wood, 
and palo verde being found sparingly distributed 
throughout the entire area. 
Excepting for the more or less ternporary 
occupancy by the employees of the J:vletrcpoli tan Wat er 
District, the area is entirely uninhabited. 
GEOLOGY 
The portion of the Little San Bernardino 
mountains here considered is composed almost entirely 
of crystalline rocks, of which three distinct types 
are recognizable: a metamorphic rock series largely 
of sedimentary origin, a granitoid rock probably due 
to a replacement process, and a granitic intrusive 
rock. Owin€, to the absence of any reliable means of 
correlating these with other previously described 
rocks local names are here given them, each one being 
named after sone locality at or near which it is 
typically exposed. accordir:~,ly, the metamorphic 
rocks will be referred to as the Berdoo Series, thf 
granitoid replacement rocks as the Thermal Canyori. 
Series, and the granitic intrusive as the Fargo granite. 
The nomenclature thus developed embraces all 
the rock formations exposed wit:t.in tr:e area excepting 
local bench gys.vels, which, on acc:ount of their geo-
morphological significance are deemed wortty of con-
sideration as a separate rock formation. The absence 
in this area of other rocks with which they might be 
confused obviates the necessity of giving them a neme. 
The Berdoo Series 
The Berdoo Series, named after Berdoo Canyon 
(Plate II;, is the most wide1.;y distributed rock group 
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in the area, and includes all surface rocks from Indio 
Canyon westward to beyond Fan Hill Canyon. Members of 
this series form the surface rooks throughout the 
greater part of the Little San Bernardino mountains. 
Stratigraphy. The Berdoo Series constitute 
the metamorphic derivatives of a great thickness of 
elastic sediments in which shales predominated, but 
in which shaly sandstones, probably with lenses of 
arkose and graywaoke, were fairly common. These have 
all been intensely metamorphosed, so that none of the 
original minerals remains; the smaller scale original 
structures likewise have been completely obliterated, 
and others, more in keeping with the later history of 
the rook, imposed in their stead. 
The grade of metamorphism within a given 
lithologic unit is always uniform throughout the entire 
area, excepting where affected by local recrystalliza-
tion. The metamorphism is thus seen to be regional 
rather than local in its nature. 
A certain measure of stratification is dis-
cernible everywhere throughout the Berdoo Series; this 
.. ·is occasionally shown as in a sedimentary sefies by 
superposition ot individual beds, but more commonly by 
a.-·1.· 
superposition of members of formations of contrasting 
color and lithology, which on account of their greater 
thickness, and consequent wider range of visibility 
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give to the group a characteristic banded appearance. 
Three faoies generally are recognizable: a 
dark gray to black, somewhat fissile schist; a massive, 
light gray gneiss; and a medium gray coarse-grained 
schist which is transitional between the two first 
mentioned. These occur as distinct lithologic units 
of from 50 to 200 feet in thickness, which by their 
contrasting colors and more or less conformable super-
position indicate the stratif ioation, as noted above. 
The Dark Schist. The dark schist members 
--
are usually the most persistent and uniform in the 
series. Where typically developed they are thin-bedded, 
and frequently sh.ow alternating beds of light and dark 
minerals, each about one inch in thickness. The lighter-
oolored beds often consist of oonformably aligned lens-
shaped masses a few tens of feet in length, composed 
of coarse-grained light gray minerals, individual 
lenses being separated from one another by thin folia 
ot dark minerals. These lenses often overlap suffi-
ciently to give the impression of continuous beds of 
uniform. thickness. 
The dark-colored beds are usually somewhat 
thinner than the aggregate thickness ot a typical light-
oolored bed, around the lenses of which they tend to 
sweep; they always show foliation, and are often in-
tricately contorted. 
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The average hand specimen of the dark schist shows 
bands about one inch in thickness which consist of 
coarse-grained interlocking minerals in which pink-
ish-wh1 te and ice gray feldspars predominate; these 
are separated by bands of similar width composed of 
dark ferromagnesian minerals among which biotite 
greatly predominates, but which show varying amounts 
of amphiboles. 
With increasing thickness and closer spac-
ing of the lighter colored bands, the dark schist 
gradually merges laterally into the gray schist, and 
finally into the massive gneiss mentioned above. 
llli!, Gneiss. The gneissic facies of the 
Berdoo series is somewhat less uniform than the dark 
schist f acies, and therefore less conformable to any 
one readily described standard. Several varieties or 
types which in their most widely divergent forms show 
but little resemblance to one another can be dis-
tinguished; the general field relationships, however, 
are suoh as to leave scarcely any doubt regarding 
their derivation from a oommon origin. 
A frequently occurring variety bears a 
strong resemblanoe to the dark schist just described, 
excepting that the proportion of dark minerals to 
light minerals is different: this variety consists 
essentially of bands six to ten feet in thickness, 
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composed largely of coarsely crystalline light gray 
minerals, mostly plagioclase feldspars, and hence 
analogous to the light bands in the schist, which are 
separated from one another either by single bands of 
biotite a fraction of an inch in thickness, or by 
beds a few feet in thickness composed of alternating 
layers of light and dark minerals as in the dark 
schist. Bedding in this variety is shown only by the 
attitude of the biotite bands, the lighter colored 
beds usually being massive and devoid of any internal 
structure. 
In a second variety the mineralogical eompo-
si tion is about the same as that of the variety just 
described, but the relationship between the minerals 
differs in that the dark minerals no longer occur in 
distinct beds but rather in fairly continuous streaks 
which do not constitute parting planes and which blend 
laterally into the masses of lighter colored minerals. 
Hand specimens exactly similar to those which seem to 
have been used for illustrations or "banded gneiss" in 
elementary text-books ot geology oan be collected at 
will from outcrops of this rock. 
In the two varieties described the amount of 
light colored minerals greatly exceeds that of the 
dark colored ones; in a third variety which occurs 
somewhat sparingly throughout the Berdoo series the 
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a.mount of dark colored minerals is about equal to 
that of the light colored ones. As typically devel-
oped this variety is medium to dark gray in color, 
very fine-grained and even-textured; in the hand 
specimen it may closely resemble andesite. It oom -
monly shows a taint banding parallel to the bedding 
of the enclosing members, but very few parting planes. 
The Gray Schist. As already mentioned, the 
gray schist oan be considered as constituting a facies 
whioh is transitional between the dark schist and the 
gneiss. It resembles the variety of gneiss which was 
first described above, excepting that the beds of 
light colored minerals are usually only about one foot 
in thickness, and that the beds of dark colored miner-
als are thicker, as in the dark schist. 
General Field Relations. The Berdoo series 
is compc:5ed of the three rock types described above, 
these being superposed on one another as strata in a 
sedimentary formation. In the section as exposed, 
each type is repeated a number of times as individual 
) .. 
members of formations. There seems to be no very 
definite order of superposition, although there is a 
noticeable tendenoy towards concentration of dark 
schist members towards the lower portion of the ex-
posed column. Nothing which could be interpreted as 
either a base or a top for the Berdoo series has been 
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observed anywhere in these mountains, either during 
the detailed examination of the East Coachella tunnel 
area it self', or during a general survey of the sur-
rounding region. For this reason the thickness of 
the Berdoo series is still unknown; even statements 
regarding the thickness or the exposed portion oan at 
best be but reasonable estimates, since in the ab-
sence of distinctive beds which would serve as hori-
zon markers, changes in the apparent thickness through 
deformation, such as repetition of beds by faulting 
or isoclinal folding cannot be detected. However, in 
the mountains immediately west of Berdoo Canyon 
(Plates II and III), which constitute a relatively 
slightly deformed block, 2500 feet or these rooks 
are exposed without a trace of either an upper or 
lower surface. From this poiht westward to the lim-
its of the area the beds are intensely deformed and 
folded, but the most commonly occurring dip appears to 
be towards the southeast; in its progress westward, 
therefore, the tunnel penetrates lower and lower strata, 
but here likewise, no base has been exposed. The only 
safe statement that can be made at the present time 
regarding the thickness of the Berdoo series is that it 
exceeds 2500 feet. 
Within the limits of the area investigated 
in connection with this study the Berdoo series was found 
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to come into contact with two rock types, the Thermal 
Canyon series and the bench gravels. As the relation-
ship between the Berdoo and the Thermal Canyon series 
furnished one of the more interesting problems of the 
entire study, a discussion of it is reserved for a 
later section. The relationship with the bench grav-
els is always one of simple unconformable contact. 
The petrography of the Berdoo series will 
be discussed in a later section. 
Ase. No definite information could be ob-
tained regarding the age of the Berdoo series. On 
account of its advanced state of metamorphism no in-
ternal evidence of age such as the ooourrenoe of 
fossils could be expected, had such ever existed. In-
direct methods of age determination by establishment 
of relationships with other rooks of known or deter-
minable age are of but little value in the case of the 
Berdoo series as the only sediments round in contact 
with it are bench gravels of possibly late Pleistocene 
age, and present day alluvium. 
The metamorphism which affected the Berdoo 
series was of the regional rather than the thermal 
type. This presumably involved deep burial of the 
original sediments, and hence, a prolonged period of 
sedimentation after their deposition. This must have 
been followed, after a period of unknown duration, by 
18 
uplift and profound erosion. Since erosion of a given 
thickness of rook, especially it these be highly 
metamorphosed, might require as much time as would 
the deposition of an equal thickness of sediments, 
the time involved by the three periods thus postulated 
could quite conceivably include the whole of the post-
Proterozoic. The general appearance of the Berdoo 
series suggests a pre-Cambrian age; it is definitely 
more highly metamorphosed than the undifferentiated 
schists of the San Bernardino mountains, which are 
described by Vaughan (3), and classified by him as be-
ing possibly pre-Cambrian. 
In the absence of a more satisfactory method 
of determining its age, the Berdoo series, on the ba-
sis of this relationship, is also classified as pos-
sibly of pre-Cambrian age. 
!!'!!. Thermal Canyon Series 
The Thermal Canyon series, named after Ther-
mal Canyon (Plate II), forms the surface rock in the 
greater portion of the area between Thermal and Indio 
canyons. The continuation of the mountain range for 
ten or twelve miles southeasterly beyond Thermal Can-
yon exposes similar rocks along its southern flanks; 
these appear as detached outcrops, separated from one 
another by wide gravel-filled canyons, but they doubt-
lessly represent one continuous rock mass, through 
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which the various canyons have been cut. 
Lithologl• The freshest material found at 
the type locality, the west bank of Thermal Canyon, 
is of a medium gray color, and has in many respects 
the general aspect of a quartz-monzonite. The range 
in grain size, however, is unusual in quartz-monzonites 
as it extends from near the lower limits of unaided 
vision to occasional individuals ten to fifteen mil-
limeters in length. The megascopic minerals are wax-
gray feldspars, in more or less automorphic crystals 
five to fifteen millimeters in length, and commonly 
showing twinning according to the Carlsbad law; light 
gray to almost white feldspars, xenomorphic to auto-
morphic in form, and one to three millimeters in 
length; biotite, locally in distinct flakes one to two 
millimeters wide, but sometimes in obscure specks; 
water-clear quartz, in xenomorphic grains one to three 
millimeters wide; a dark green to black ferromagnesian 
mineral occurring in elongate prisms and showing a 
splintery cleavage suggestive of hornblende; and rare-
ly, yellowish gray sericite flakes on the cleavage 
races of the larger feldspar grains. 
Excepting in the contact zone which separates 
this series from the Berdoo series, and which is dis-
cussed at some length below, the texture of this series 
is comparatively uniform: the xenomorphic material 
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forms a ground mass of more or less granitoid texture 
which encloses the automorphic grains. The large 
feldspar grains occur as separate individuals which 
show no system or regularity either in alignment or 
in spacing, being scattered at two to five centimeter 
intervals as plums in a pudding. Throughout the 
greater part of the exposure the ferromagnesian min-
erals tend toward a more or less distinct arrange-
ment in space: the biotite grains quite frequently 
show a tendency toward concentration into narrow 
bands, within which the individual grains approach to 
within ten or fifteen degrees of actual parallelism; 
the prismatic ferromagnesian minerals likewise show 
concentration within the bands determined by the bio-
tite grains, where, however, they show no noticeable 
tendency toward alignment of grains. Usually, the 
larger the grain of either mineral the more definite 
the arrangement into bands. 
The petrography of this series will be dis-
cussed later, in conjunction with that of the Berdoo 
series. 
Relationship Between the Berdoo Series and 
~ Thermal Canyon Series. As explained above, the 
Berdoo series where typically developed consists of 
a number of beds which are superposed more or less 
conformably upon one another, and which clearly reveal 
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by their structure a sedimentary origin. The Ther-
mal Canyon series, on the other band, shows none or 
the common physical attributes of a sediment, but 
instead more nearly resembles an igneous rock of 
peculiar texture. 
Between these two contrasting rock series 
occurs a zone ot very indefinite boundary, within 
which the properties of the one rook give way to 
those of the next. This zone varies in width from a 
few feet to two or three miles, the average width 
being about one mile. Here, typical beds of the Ber-
doo series, if followed in a direction towards the 
Thermal Canyon series, can be observed to more or 
less gradually lose the properties which suggested a 
sedimentary origin and acquire those of the Thermal 
Canyon series as described above. 
The first noticeable change in the Berdoo 
series is the appearance of a pink feldspar which in 
the hand specimen resembles ordinary orthoolase. In 
the very outer limits of the transition zone where 
this mineral first attracts attention it is in the 
form of small rounded reddish pink to creamy white 
grains two to three millimeters in diameter which oc-
cur diffusely scattered throughout the schist, but 
with a noticeable tendency toward concentration along 
the contacts between light and dark beds. Grains 
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which form along these contacts, and also thcae which 
form entirely within beds of high ferromagnesian con-
tent, often show more red coloration than do those 
which form in beds or high feldspar content. 
Within a very few tens of feet {the observer 
in every instance being supposed to be moving from the 
Berdoo series towards the Thermal Canyon series) these 
grains become idioblastic individuals, usually of 
prismatic outline, and of dimensions which approximate 
one to two centimeters in length, and five to eight 
millimeters in width. With increase in grain size the 
tendency toward concentration into definite bands be-
comes less noticeable, so that, although they occur 
more commonly in the lighter colored beds, these grains 
can be found in all members of the Berdoo series. 
Chloritization of the ferromagnesian minerals 
almost invariably accompanies the first appearance or 
the pink feldspar and becomes more pronounced with ap-
proach toward the Thermal Canyon series. It does not, 
however, eventually become universal: indeed, the 
tongues of dark schist which penetrate farthest into 
the Thermal Canyon are those which show the least 
chloritization, and also the least pink feldspar con-
tent. 
The degree of transformation varies greatly 
with the different facies ot the Berdoo series; beds 
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of dark schist, for example, may persist more or less 
unchanged for several thousand feet into definitely 
recognizable Thermal Canyon, whereas in the ease of 
the gray gneiss the transgression is always by the 
Thermal Canyon into the Berdoo, the inference being 
that the schist gives way to recrystallization less 
readily than does the gneiss. Also, inclusions are 
fairly common in the Thermal Canyon series, especially 
toward the borders; these almost invariably consist 
Qf masses ot d3.rk schist. A point worthy of note re-
garding these inclusions is that they still preserve 
the prevailing attitude of the Berdoo series in the 
alignment of bedding or sohistosity, even when sepa-
rated from these rocks by several thousand feet of 
Thermal Canyon series rocks. 
The next noticeable stage in this process 
of transformation is characterized by a general in-
duration of all rock types in the series, with a 
definite tendency toward obliteration of sharp con-
tacts. In members composed of alternating beds of 
contrasting material, such as the dark schist, the 
contacts between beds no longer are definite surfaces 
but zones of a few centimeters in width within which 
blending of the one bed into the other has taken place. 
Further progress in the process of transform-
ation is marked by a tendency toward obliteration of 
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all contrasting features within the rock: mutual dif-
fusion brings about a blending of light and dark 
colored beds, so that the generalespeot approaches 
that of a granitoid rook. 
When the last vestiges of the light and 
dark bedding wnich characterizes the Berdoo series 
will have vanished, the rock will be here considered 
as no longer a i:e.rt of the Berdoo series but instead 
a border phase of the Thermal Canyon series. Accord-
ingly, the line which joins the various points of 
westernmost extension of continuous bedding is shown 
on the map (Plate II) as the contact between the Ber-
doo series and the Thermal Canyon series. 
The transition, however, cannot be considered 
as completed at this line, since, for some tens to hun-
dreds of feet beyond, there still persist some features 
of the Berdoo series which are not found in typical 
Thermal Canyon. The large porphyroblasts still retain 
traces of the pink coloration which characterize them 
throughout the Berdoo series, as contrasted with the 
waxy gray color which they show in the '11hermal Canyon 
series. The texture of the finer grained material is 
less even than in the typical Thermal Canyon, where 
the range in grain size for this material is relative-
ly narrow. Also, the ferromagnesian minerals show 
some traces of chloritization, a feature which is quite 
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common in the transition zone, but very rare in the 
typical Thermal Canyon. The subordination or passage 
of these features, with the more or less complete 
dominance of the characteristics of the Thermal Can-
yon series, usually takes place within two hundred 
to five hundred feet of the line here chosen as the 
contact of the Thermal Canyon series with the Berdoo 
series. 
Petrology of ~ Berdoo ~ Thermal Canyon 
Series. In the preceding pages in which the general 
field aspect of the Berdoo and of the Thermal Canyon 
series are described the two are treated separately, 
and are considered as separate rock groups. On ac-
count of the great dissimilarity in appearance which 
they show they cannot be considered as constituting a 
unit for purposes or description; in any case they 
differ so greatly in structural characteristics and 
in genesis that they would be classified as separate 
rock groups according to any of the accepted systems 
of rock classification. However, in the petrologic 
study now to be presented the two series, together 
with the intervening transitional zone, will be con-
sidered more or less together, in order that the simi-
larity in mineralogical composition and the contrast 
in genesis can be more clearly brought out. 
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During the course of the field investiga-
tions some two hundred and fifty rock specimens were 
collected and taken to the California Institute for 
further study. These were so chosen as to be illus-
trative of every rook fao1es and type found within 
either group. In most oases the attitude of the rook 
mass from which the specimen was taken was indicated 
on each one by means of suitable symbols placed on it 
at the time of collection. From these specimens thin 
sections of chosen orientation were then cut, in order 
that the features observed during petrographic examina-
tion could be definitely correlated with the larger 
scale features of the rock mass as a whole. 
A notable feature which immediately attracts 
attention during a petrographic study of these rocks 
is the similarity in mineralogical composition which 
all members of these series show, irrespective of the 
contrast in appearance whioh they may show in the 
field. Species of the same mineral groups constitute 
ninety-eight per cent of the component minerals in 
all the varieties or rooks found in either series, 
the differences which are so evident in the field be-
ing due largely to differenoes in the relative pro-
portions of minerals and to structure and texture. 
Within the Berdoo series itself changes in facies are 
usually brought about solely by changes in the relative 
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proportions of identical minerals; between typical 
Berdoo series rocks and those of the transitional 
zone, or between the transition zone rocks and those 
of the Thermal Canyon, changes in facies are invari-
ably accompanied by changes in the mineralogical 
composition also, these being usually in the nature 
of substitution of one mineral for another closely 
related one, such as oligoclase for albite, or horn-
blende for biotite. 
Below is listed (Table I) the results of 
Rosiwal analyses of four thin sections, each one of 
which was chosen as being typical of the particular 
racies from which it was taken. Number l represents 
the dark schist of the Berdoo series; number 2, the 
gray gneiss in the transition zone of the Berdoo se-
ries; number 3, the transition zone of the Thermal 
Canyon; and number 4, the typical Thermal Canyon. 
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Table I 
Rosiwal Analyses of Berdoo and 
Thermal Canyon Series Rooks 
l* !* ~* 4* 
Total feldspars • 62% 82% 63% 66% 
Biotite • 26 6 22 22 
Cordierite • • • 9 6 Total white mica • • 10 
Hornblende • • • 1 5 Q.uartz • • • 1 1 2 Opaques, chlorite, myrmekite, 
epidote, clinozoisite, sphene, 
carbonates, zircon, allanite, 
and unidentified . • 1 1 2 
*No. 1. Field specimen 7679 - 75 Dark schist, 
Berdoo series. 
No. 2. Field-specimen 7616 - 60 Gray gneiss, 
transition zone, Berdoo series. 
No. 3. Field specimen 7505 - 40 Transition 
zone Thermal Canyon series. 
No. 4. Field specimen 7484 - 00 Thermal Can-
yon series. 
(Specimens collected from exposures in the 
tunnel were in every case given numbers which 
corresponded with the survey station number 
ot the point of collection; these in turn 
corresponded with distances in feet from the 
Colorado River.) 
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Description of Minerals. Plagioclase feld-
spar is usually the most common mineral constituent, 
and is present in two or more varieties or types in 
practically every thin section. Of these, one ocours 
as grains which may attain dimensions of one to five 
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millimeters in length, and one-half to one millimeter 
in width, and which almost invariably shows polysyn-
thetic twinning, and not infrequently Carlsbad twin-
ning as well. The composition of this type according 
to determinations made by zone method of Rittman, which 
were occasionally checked by the more exact but more 
tedious Berek method, ranges in the case of different 
individual grains from Ab92An8 to Ab8o-An20 • Serioiti-
zation is always evident, and sometimes is quite ad-
vanced. The borders of the grains of this type quite 
commonly show local corrosion and invasion by small 
grains of other minerals. This type is usually quite 
distinctive because of its advanced stage of seritiza-
tion and its polysynthetio twinning. 
A second type, which perhaps constitutes tm 
most common mineral in the Berdoo series, resembles 
the type just described excepting that the grains are 
usually quite fresh and less uniform in size, ranging 
trom one to two millimeters down to individuals barely 
recognizable at magnifications of fifty diameters. Ex-
tinction angles on albite twinning normal to the 010 
face indicate that the composition ranges from Ab80An20 
to Ab68An32• Twinning according to the albite law is 
observable in almost all grains of this variety; peri-
cline and Carlsbad are also fairly common. Another 
rather unusual type of twinning can be seen in some ot 
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the larger grains of this type of feldspar; it appears 
as polysynthetio twinning lamellae which cut the al-
bi te twinning lamellae at angles of from forty-five 
degrees to fifty degrees. 
The larger grains of this variety of feld-
spar usually show undulatory extinotion of the type 
commonly referred to as "strain shadowstt; these are 
sometimes accompanied by actual deformation of the 
grain, which is shown by curvature of the twin lamellae. 
In such oases the twinning is always more clearly de-
veloped in the strained portions: not infrequently the 
twinning dies out entirely in the unstrained portions. 
A peculiar zoning is also noticeable in the 
arrangement of the strain shadows; these do not sweep 
uniformly across the entire grain as they so commonly 
do in the oase of quartz, but instead show a certain 
geometric pattern which occasionally seems to bear a 
relationship to the outline of the grain. Inclusions 
in this variety are rare, although in sane of the 
larger grains minute specks of biotite oan be seen. 
The mineral which usually is next in impor-
tance to plagioclase in these rooks is biotite. In 
the typical Berdoo series it occurs as irregularly 
shaped flakes the greater portion of which is approxi-
mately conformable to the bedding. No euhedral crystals 
were observed. Basal sections are virtually uniaxial. 
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Pleoohroism is noticeable in all grains, and is quite 
pronounced in the typical Berdoo series and in the 
Thermal Canyon. Haloes of intense pleoohroism develop 
around grains of zircon, allanite, and epidote; the 
reverse phenomenon, "anti-pleochroism", in which com-
plete bleaching to the transparenoy and optical prop-
eri tes ot muscovite take place, was observed in one or 
two instances as haloes of about .Ol millimeter in 
width around grains of pyrite. 
Ordinarily the biotite occurs either as 
fairly continuous roughly parallel bands of irregular 
width, usually one to two millimeters, which are sepa-
r~ted by much wider bands of teldspathio material; or, 
as interstitial filling between individual grains of 
feldspir or other minerals. Large numbers of indivi-
dual flakes, however, always occur fortuitously 
scattered throughout all sections of these rocks. 
Near the outer edges of the transition zone, 
and in various local areas throughout the Berdoo series 
a white mica appears in place of biotite. It is usual-
ly quite colorless and non-pleoohroic, although taint 
yellowish and greenish tinges are not unknown. An ex-
tinoti on angle, Y to ~' ot from two degrees to three 
degrees can often be seen, although usually the extinc-
tion is :i;e.rallel. This mineral is quite probably musco-
vite; it occurs both as bands and as interstitial 
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filling analogous to the biotite. 
In intimate association with the muscovite 
occurs a second variety of white mica, sericite, 
which appears as fine-grained felted masses within 
feldspar grains from which it has been derived. 
Orthoclase occurs as ice-gray grains which 
usually vary in size from one-half to three milli-
meters. It occasionally shows Carlsbad twinning and 
almost invariably sericitization. 
Cordierite occurs fairly commonly through-
out all members of this series, but is decidedly more 
abundant in the Thermal Canyon than in the typical 
Berdoo series. It usually occurs as relatively small 
anh~dral grains, the largest of which rarely exceed 
two millimeters in width. It is colorless in thin 
section, and, excepting for some occurrences in the 
Thermal Canyon, is always fresh and free from inclu-
sions. In the Berdoo series the grains are always 
small and untwinned; in certain parts or the Thermal 
Canyon where larger grains occur, they show both poly-
synthetio twinning and sericitization. One of the 
indices of refraction ot the mineral is about equal 
to that of the O ray or quartz, while the other is 
considerably higher. It usually shows pile straw 
yellow interference colors in sections in which quartz 
appears gray. It is biaxial, negative, with the angle 
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2V ranging from forty-two degrees to eighty-three 
degrees. 
Hornblende was found in almost every thin 
section. It is usually quite pleochroic,. directions 
parallel to both X and Y showing a greenish yellow, 
while directions parallel to Z show dark green to 
bluish green. Maximum values for the angle Z to o 
as measured on the microscope stage ranges from nine 
degrees to thirteen degrees. Occasional grains cut 
approximately normal to the o axis show simple twin-
ning, in which the composition plane is parallel to 
100. A few grains of a blue amphibole, probably glau-
cophane, were found. Hornblende is always intimately 
associated with the biotite, and is more common in the 
Berdoo series than in the Thermal Canyon. 
Quartz was round in thin sections from every 
rook type examined excepting some of the dense, more 
highly biotitic beds of the dark schist. The most 
frequent occurrence is as distinct anhedral grains, 
although some is found as a fine-grained interstitial 
filling. It usually shows undulatory extinction, and 
is quite commonly noticeably biaxial. Individual de-
tached grains are often composed of two or three inter-
locking anhedral crystals of different optical orienta-
tion. 
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Opaque minerals consist largely of black 
iron oxide, although a few grains of pyrite were 
found. The opaques are almost invariably associated 
with the terromagnesian minerals, and are fairly com-
mon in all members of the rook series under discus-
sion. 
Chlorite occurs as pseudomorphs of biotite; 
it is usually yellowish green in color, and often 
shows purplish interference colors. 
Sphene occurs either as very minute specks 
along the borders of the biotite flakes, or as larger, 
more or less euhedral wedge-shaped to rhombic grains, 
which may attain .75 millimeters in width. The larger 
grains occur either in association with biotite, the 
lamellae of which they seem to crowd aside, or in 
euhedral crystals throughout the areas occupied by 
the feldspars. The smaller, anhedral grains are al-
most always intimately associated with biotite, the 
grain borders of which they corrode. The concentra-
tion of titanite grains is noticeably less in the 
western portion of the Thermal Canyon, although there 
is a tendency there toward larger, more nearly euhedral 
grains. 
Zoisite occurs sparingly in all portions of 
the Berdoo series, a few sections being found in which 
it constituted about one per cent of the minerals 
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present; it is less comm.on in the Thermal Canyon se-
ries. It occurs as very small rounded grains which 
show a high index or retraction but quite low bire-
fringence. Some grains are practically isotropic. 
Anomalous deep blue interference colors are rather 
common. 
Clinozoisite, epidote, and, very rarely, 
allanite also occur in the Berdoo series, where they 
are almost invariably associated with biotite. Epi-
dote and allanite commonly produce haloes of intense 
pleoohroism in the biotite. Some epidote occurs in 
the Thermal Canyon series also, but not nearly as 
sommonly as in the Berdoo series. 
Zircon is widely but diffusely distributed 
throughout the Berdoo series, but is rare in the Ther-
mal Canyon series. It occurs as small but definitely 
recognizable grains of very high relief, which show 
bright interference colors. It is usually associated 
with b1ot1te in which it almost always produces pleo-
chroic haloes. 
Small anhedral grains or carbonate, probably 
oalcite, ooour sparingly throughout both the Berdoo 
and Thennal Canyon series; they are more common in 
areas affected by serioitization. Carbonates also 
occur as filling or miorosoopio cracks in both series. 
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Textures. Besides the textures which are 
manifest to the unaided vision, and which have been 
described above, others, possibly of equal signiti-
oance in the history of the rooks, are of such scale 
as to be visible only in the field of the microscope. 
One of the most important of these is that which 
George H. Anderson (5) has described, and to which 
he has applied the term "pseudo-oataolastio." Accord-
ing to Dr. Anderson, pseudo-cataolastio texture 
typically consists of a mosaic of fine-grained miner-
als which occupies the interstitial spaces between 
larger grains of the essential rock-forming minerals, 
the same as the products of mechanical granulation do 
in the case of mortar structure, but with the follow-
ing inherent differences: 
First; that the fine-grained material did 
not result through attrition of previously existing 
grains, but instead, the minerals of which it is com-
posed were precipitated from solution by a process 
analogous to replacement. 
Second: that the constituent minerals all 
interlock, instead of occurring as discrete particles 
embedded in a matrix; and 
Third: that the mineralogical composition 
ot the fine-grained material does not depend upon 
that of the larger grains which enclose it, but may 
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include mineral species which do not occur as primary 
constituents of the rook mass at all. 
This texture is very common in both the 
Berdoo and the Thermal Canyon series, but is more 
noticeable in the Berdoo. As developed in these rocks 
it consists essentially of an aggregate or unevenly 
sized, interlocking grains of feldspars, biotite, 
zoisite, clinozoisite, and epidote which occur as 
interstitial filling between the grains of the es-
sential minerals of the rook mass. The range in 
grain size in this material is usually very great, 
extending trom near the lower limit of microscopic 
visibility to about .1 millimeter. 
In both series the mineralogical composi-
tion of the pseudo-cataclastic material is very near-
ly the same as that of the enclosing rook. but the 
physical relationships between the grains or inter-
stitial material themselves. and between these and 
the grains of the enclosing rock, are such as to in-
dicate that the process by which this texture was 
brought about was of a chemical rather than a mechan-
ical nature. In case of mechanically comminuted 
material formed in place, the finer-grained material 
would be expected to be found in the more constricted 
areas between the larger grains, that is, in those 
areas where the supposed grinding agents approached 
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one another more closely. This relationship does not 
hold in case of pseudo-clasis: a not unusual condition 
is to have detached, relatively large individual grains 
of pseudo-oataclastie material spaced at irregular in-
tervals along the mutual boundary of two large grains, 
both of which they invade, while much finer-grained 
material occupies relatively wider interspaces nearby. 
The more common condition is to have the grains of 
the essential minerals partly or completely separated 
from each other by an irregularly shaped band or zone 
of about .Ol millimeter to .5 millimeter in width 
which is crowded with fine-grained, variously oriented 
minerals which mutually interlock, and which invade 
the boundaries of the adjoining grains of the essen-
tial minerals. The relationship is exactly that which 
would obtain were the original grain boundary a miner-
alizing fissure, along the walls of which solution and 
deposition, that is, replacement, had taken place. 
In these rocks pseudo-cataclasis seems to 
have been a selective process: the most typical devel-
opments always occur between large feldspar grains of 
contrasting composition, such as potash and soda-lime 
feldspar, in which case the pseudo-cataclast1o material 
occupies a relatively wide zone, and consists of grains 
which appear to be potash and soda feldspars. Between 
two soda feldspars, on the other hand, this texture is 
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developed only sparingly. An important exception to 
this rule, however, is afforded by the cases in which 
the pseudo-cataclastic material consists of biotite 
and quartz, which develop extensively between grains 
of like mineralogical composition. 
Pseudo-cataclasis can be seen in these rocks 
in various stages of development, and seems to be but 
the initiation of a general process or recrystalliza-
tion, which, were conditions to persist for a suffi-
cient length of time, would eventually affect the 
entire rock mass. 
Another morphological feature which is very 
wide-spread throughout both of these series, but which 
is more nearly a microstructure than a texture, is 
myrmekite. This is an intergrowth of plagioclase and 
vermicular quartz, which occurs as a replacement of 
the borders of feldspar grains. According to J. J. 
Sederholm (6) the host mineral is almost invariably 
a potash felds~r; in the rocks being discussed here 
myrmekite has been found occasionally invading grains 
of plagioclase also, but never as extensively as in 
case of potash feldspars. It is very commonly asso-
ciated with pseudo-cataolasis in cases where the 
product of that process is feldspathic; the quartz 
vermiculae can then be seen traversing pseudo-cata-
olastio grains of plagioclase in dense concentration. 
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In agreement with the findings of Sederholm, 
myrmekitization here, too, seems to be confined to the 
earlier stages of metamorphism, since in the more com-
pletely recrystallized portions of the rocks it is 
comparatively rare. 
Origin .Q! !!l! Thermal Canyon Series. It has 
already been shown how in the field when following 
the Befdoo series westward from its more typical 
development a transition zone is met with within 
which the features which indicate a sedimentary origin 
for these rooks gradually become obliterated, and 
other features more nearly like those which would be 
expectable in an igneous rook gradually develop in 
their stead. The same transition manifests itself in 
the microscopic features of these rocks, where it is 
seen to include a very much wider area than is evident 
in the field. 
About the first change noticeable in this 
process of transition is the practically simultaneous 
appearance of quantities of dark green chlorite and 
ot two varieties or white mica. The chlorite was 
formed directly from the biotiiB, and is always pseu-
domorphous after the biotite flakes, shreds of which 
quite frequently still remain within the chlorite 
flakes. In the formation of chlorite from biotite 
more or less iron is discarded; here, this usually 
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crystallizes out as magnetite, which appears as small 
grains in the ohlorite. 
Not infrequently some sphene also tor.ms at 
this stage of the process; it appears as small grains 
aligned along the cleavages of the wasting biotite 
flakes. The association of titanite with biotite is 
quite noticeable throughout these rocks; it very often 
invades the borders of the biotite flakes in such a 
manner as to suggest its having formed through decom-
position of the biotite. The only constituent of 
sphene which biotite would not normally be expected 
to yield, titanium dioxide, could be present in solu-
tion during many of the various stages of metamorphism, 
as sphene grains are rather common throughout the Ber-
doo series; it could also quite conceivably have been 
present as an ingredient of the original biotite it-
self. 
White mica, as mentioned, appears in two 
varieties at about the same time as the chlorite, and 
apparently these are derived from different sources. 
Large qu11nti ties of medium to coarse-grained muscovite 
develop at the expense of biotite, the place of which 
it fells in the interstices between the feldspar 
grains. It is noticeably finer-grained than the bio-
ti te which it invades and replaces. 
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The finer-grained variety or mica oommohly 
referred to as serioite appears simultaneously with 
the phlogopite. It first appears as minute flakes, 
visible only at high magnification, which occur as 
disseminations throughout feldspar grains. With ad-
vance of the process of metamorphism these specks 
very quickly increase in area, and may, occasionally, 
replace the entire grain. Some thin sections, notably 
those from the outer limits of the transition zone, show 
all of the older felds::i;Brs as having been converted 
to serieite. The grain size always remains small, 
even in the most advanced stages of serioitization, 
so that identification usually has to depend on physi-
cal appearance and on the more easily determined op-
tical properties. 
A certain amount of exceedingly fine-grained 
carbonate usually appears among the serieite. On ac-
count of the smallness of the grains it gives lower 
interference colors in polarized light than does the 
more massive carbonates of the average thin section, 
so that it could easily be mistaken for serici te. It 
probably represents calcium discarded during sericiti-
zation of lime-soda feldspars. 
The initiation of a process of general re-
crystallization by the alteration of high temperature 
minerals such as biot1te and felds::i;Br to comparatively 
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low temperature minerals such as ohlorite and sericite 
might as first sight seem anomalous. As described, 
the typical Berdoo series can be considered the prod-
uct of a somewhat advanced grade of metamorphism; it 
is composed of a mineral assemblage which, strictly 
speaking, would not be stable at temperature condi-
tions which differed greatly from those under which 
it formed. Its continued preservation is due to the 
vanishingly slow rate of change imposed oh it by the 
low temperature to which it is subjected. Any in-
crease in temperature which would affect a mineral 
assemblage of this kind would tend to accelerate the 
rate of chemical reaction; as long as the temperature 
remained below the stability range of the given min-
eral assemblage all chemical reactions would be in 
the direction or substitution or lower temperature 
minerals for high temperature ones. Hence any tem-
perature which fell short of the temperature of 
formation of its component minerals would tend to 
cause retrograde metamorphism in the Berdoo series; 
also, the results of metamorphism of this kind would 
tend to be preserved around the edges of an aureole 
of metamorphism such as the outer limits of the trans-
ition zone, where the obliterating effects of further 
rises in temperature would be less expectable. 
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The changes involved in this step, which, 
it must bemmembered, is carried to completion only 
in the case of biotite and its derivatives, can be 
summarized as follows: 
orthoclase - plagioclase - biotite - muscovite (?) 
I 
sericite - chlorite - muscovite - magnetite - sphene 
The next step in the process or recrystalli-
zation is the fornation of pseudo-cataclastic texture. 
This involves the formation of feldspirs, biotite, and 
occasionally such minerals as hornblende, zoisite, and 
epidote; in short, a mineral assemblage very similar 
to that which constitutes the Thermal Canyon series 
begins to appear. At this stage the amount of ser1-
cite present sharply decreases; it never entirely 
vanishes, however, as more or less of it can be found 
within the gnains of potash feldspar and cordierite 
even in the most completely recrystallized portions ~ 
these rocks. 
Very shortly after the first appearance of 
the pseudo-cataclastic texture myrmekite begins to ap-
pear. It soon becomes very common, but individual 
masses never become large, .1 millimeter being about 
the upper limit of width for this material. 
Its range or stability is apparently narrow, 
sinoe, with advancing metamorphism it soon vanishes, 
probably through absorbtion of its constituent minerals 
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by adjoining grains. 
The changes involved in this step can be 
summarized thus: 
orthoolase - sodic oligoolase - sericite - ohlorite -
muscovite - magnetite - calcite 
/calcio oligoclase - biotite - zoisite - clinozite -
epidote 
Further advances in the process of recrys-
tallization are marked by increases in the widths of 
the interstitial areas and by increases in the size 
of the grains which form the pseudo-oataclastio 
material, rather than by the formation of new miner-
als. This is accompanied by a relative decrease in 
the number of grains in these areas, since the larger 
grains here tend to develop by replacing not only por-
tions of the older primary minerals, but the snaller 
grains of the interstitial areas as well. The re-
semblance to oataclastic texture gradually decreases, 
and finally vanishes completely, since, with increase 
in grain size the interlocking relationship between 
grains becomes increasingly obvious. 
The newly forming biotite is less conform-
able to definite planes than was the biotite of' the 
typical Berdoo series, which by its 'ttitude imparted 
to the entire series an appearance of stratit ication. 
In thin section no evidence of conformity between 
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individual flakes of this mineral can be seen at all, 
although in the field the attitude of the early and 
now almost entirely obliterated bedding can often be 
seen, even in the most thcroughly recrystallized por-
tions of the Thermal Canyon series. 
One step, the position of which in this se-
quence has not as yet been very clearly established, 
is that marked by the appearance of the mineral cor-
dieri te. The conditions favorable for the formation 
of this mineral seem to cover a wider range than did 
those of the features which have been here used as 
indicators of the progress of the metamorphic proc-
esses. Its first appearance sometimes slightly pre-
cedes, sometimes follows the first appearance of 
myrmekite. The smaller grains of oordierite are al-
ways fresh, untwinned, and free from iUclusions. 
Later, however, after the grains have attained di-
mensions comparable to those of the feldsJ&rs, they 
may show polysynthetic twinning and sericitization. 
1:1he final stage in this process or recrys-
tallization is represented by the typical Thermal 
Canyon series rocks. These, as has been seen, have 
attained a texture which is comparable to that of the 
Berdoo series, although the range in grain size is 
somewhat greater. There are also some mineralogical 
differences between the two series: 
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The plagioclase feldspars are slightly more 
calcic in the Thermal Canyon; although the prevailing 
composition in both is within the limits convention-
ally set for oligoclase, the anorthite content, as 
determined by measurements of extinction angles, is 
prevailingly higher in the Thermal Canyon. 
~uartz and cordierite are both more common 
in the Thermal Canyon than in the Berdoo. Cordierite 
seems not to have been an original constituent of the 
Berdoo series at all, but probably resulted entirely 
from the later recrystallization to which the Thermal 
canyon series is due. The increase in quartz doubt-
less represents silica discarded during the formation 
of oli go elase and of cordieri te from such minerals 
as potash feldspars, albite, and sericite. 
To supplement the field and laboratory 
studies chemical analyses were made of four rock 
specimens which had been chosen so as to typify as 
nearly as possible the more significant stages of the 
process of recrystallization. The percentage compo-
sition of these samples is shown in the following 
table. 
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Table II 
Chemiaal Analysis 
of Indio and Thermal Canyon Series Rocks 
• • 
• 
l* 
64.?3 
.08 
3 
64.40 64.07 
.05 .07 
4 
67.63 
.O? 
Si02 • 
Ti02 . 
Al203 
Fe203 
FeO 
cao 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
14.03 14.52 14.95 14.46 
1.70 1.81 2.92 2.2? 
6.80 4.06 4.61 4.30 
• • • 
MgO • • • • 
2.31 
2.19 
4.33 
1.95 
4.72 
1.96 
3.03 
2.25 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
2.21 3.95 2.65 2.30 
3.29 2.96 2.88 3.01 
H20 at 10~ C • • 
H2o above 105 c . 
.87 .46 
1.84 1.55 
.38 
.72 
• • none none none 
Cl • • • • .05 .03 .03 
s~ • • • • none tr. none 
(Ed Eisenhauer, Jr., analyst) 
*No. 1. Field specimen No. 7679.?5. Dark 
schist, Berdoo series. 
No. 2. Field specimen No. 7616.60. Tran-
sition zone, near Thermal Canyon 
oontaot. 
No. 3. Field specimen No. 7484.00. Typi-
cal Thermal Canyon series rock. 
No. 4. Field specimen No. 7751.55. Lobe 
of Thermal Canyon series, near 
transition zone. 
.17 
.26 
tr. 
.04 
.13 
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These samples were all taken from exposures 
in the East Coachella tunnel; numbers 1, 2, and 3 
constitute a progressive series which show a con-
tinuous and comparatively uniform gradation from 
slightly recrystallized Berdoo to typical Thermal 
Canyon, while number 4 is, in effect, a special sample 
which was intended to compare the chemical composi-
tion of a somewhat local intensely recrystallized 
portion of the Berdoo with the typical Thermal Canyon, 
as represented by number 3. 
Number 1 was chosen to represent typical 
Berdoo series rook, unaffected by the later recrys-
tallization; in the microscope, however, it does show 
considerable sericitization and pseudo-cataclasis, 
because, as bas been mentioned above, the actual 
aureole, here referred to as the transition zone, ex-
tends farther into the Berdoo series than is dis-
cernible to the unaided vision. Number 2 was taken 
from a point about one mile farther to the southeast, 
that is, nearer to the Thermal Canyon, and definitely 
within the transition zone. Number 3, chosen to re-
present the typical Thermal Canyon, was taken from a 
point some four miles southeast of that from which 
Number 2 was taken. 
As has been indicated (Plate I J, the con-
tact between the transition zone and the Thermal 
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Canyon as shown by its trace on the surface, is very 
irregular; its trace on a vertical plane normal to 
its strike would, it appears, be even more irregular. 
Exposures in the tunnel, when referred to the surface 
above, show that the aureole not only widens greatly 
with depth, but has several "cupolas" of intense re-
crystallization invasive into the Berdoo series, 
within which the rock is exactly similar to that of 
the Thermal Canyon. Sample number 4 was taken from 
one of these at a point some 7200 feet northeast of 
that from which number l was taken • 
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The chemical changes which took place in 
the rock during recrystallization are shown graphi-
cally in the diagram (Plate r: . which is similar to 
that used by Pirsson to illustrate magmatic differ-
entiation. (Pirsson, L. V., 20th Ann. Rept. U. s. 
Geol. Surv., pt. 3, p. 571, 1900.) The abscissas 
here used are distances in feet along the tunnel, 
which in this part of the area crosses the oontaot 
very nearly at right angles; the ordinates are the 
molecular proportions of the oxides, as shown in 
Table II. In order to condense the diagram the curve 
tor siliea has been plotted seventy ordinate divi-
sions below its true position. 
Since sample number 4 does not constitute 
a member ot the same series as numbers 1, 2, and 3, 
the results obtained from it are omitted from the 
diagram, but will be discussed later. 
Sign1ficanc9 gt Analzses. In the following 
remarks, numbers 1, 2, and 3 will be considered first; 
number 4, the status ot wbieh is slightly different, 
will be discussed later. 
These analyses show a definite and fairly 
progressive subtraction of iron. In view of the re-
sults of the petrographic study, this was to be ex-
pected. In the earlier stages of recrystallization 
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a c.ertain amount of iron was liberated through the 
alteration of biotite to chlorite and to white mioa; 
a large part of this iron, to be sure, remained in 
the rock as magnetite, but in a system in which a 
oertain amount of circulation was taking place, some 
material would be bound to be carried off during any 
process of adjustment which included solution. Also, 
somewhat later, shortly after the first appearance 
ot pseudo-cataalasis, iron-bearing minerals such as 
epidote and allanite appeared in quantity, but with 
advancing recrystallization they disappear almost en-
tirely. Much of the iron liberated during the des-
truction of the epidote and allanite went into the 
formation of biotite from chlorite and white mica, 
but at this time also a cons~rable proportion could 
quite conceivably be carried off in solution. 
During the later stages of recrystallization 
there appears to have been some introduction of iron: 
in the diagram the curve which indicates the molecular 
proportions of the ferrous oxide descends sharply be-
tween numbers 1 and 2, that is, within the zone of 
supposed greatest abstraction of iron. When readjust-
ment progressed beyond the stage of destruction or 
existing iron-bearing minerals and into t bat of forma-
tion of new ones, removal by solution greatly decreased. 
During the f1.t1:ther J,U"Ogress of recrystallization the 
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iron oontent of the rock inoreased slightly, as shown 
by slight rises in these two curves from number 2 to 
number 3. 
In ease of the ferric oxide, on the other 
hand, there seems to have been a progressive and uni-
form increase throughout recrystallization. This may 
be due to the comparative stability or the mineral 
magnetite, which appears in more or less similarly 
sized grains in both series. 
The alumina content, which when compared 
with that ot iron and magnesia, and especially with 
that or lime, is quite low, remained practically con-
stant throughout. The low ratio or alumina to cal-
cium, iron, and magnesium probably had an important 
bearing on the course which the metamorphism took, 
and on the minerals which resulted from the recrys-
tallization. The absence of garnet in these rooks 
was a source of wonder during the field examination, 
and later during the petrographic study; in the exami-
nation of over two hundred and fifty thin sections 
only one grain of garnet was seen, and none at all 
was seen in the field. A possible explanation may 
be found in the low alumina ratio, together with the 
reoognized instability of chlorite and sericite in 
the presence ot calcite. Turner (7) found, while 
studying the recrystallization of a green schist which 
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was somewhat similar in composition to the Berdoo 
series, that garnet formed only in those portions 
which oontained alumina in excess of the amount re-
quired to form biotite, hornblende, and oligoclase 
trom chlorite, sericite, and albite. In the case of 
the Berdoo series all the available alumina would 
have probably been us.ad up in the formation of bio-
ti te and in the conversion of potash and soda feld-
spars to oligoclase before attainment of the grade 
of formation of garnet. 
The analyses show an increase in Na2o and 
a decrease in K2o; this also is in line with the re-
sults expected from the petrographic study, in which 
the replacement of orthoclase by oligoclase was 
noticed. The increment in sodium doubtless represents 
introduction by solutions during recrystallization. 
During the earlier stages of recrystallization the 
potash feldspars were apparently being replaced by 
sodio plagioclases; with rising temperatures the per-
centage of anorthite which albite is capable of hold-
ing tends to increase, so that in the higher grades 
of metamorphism sodium .may gradually give way to cal-
cium .Lilarker (10), p. 93;:/ Hence, in the initial 
stages of recrystallization of feldspathie rocks 
there may take place a considerable and relatively 
sudden increment in sodium, which in part tends to 
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displace potassium; with advancing metamorphism, 
however, the sodium tends to be displaced in part 
by calcium. The operation of these tendencies is 
indicated in the diagram (Plate II) which shows the 
curve for Na2o rising sharply from sample number 1 
to sample number 2, but falling somewhat from sam-
ple number 2 to sample number 3. 
In the petrographic study it was found that 
very early in the period of recrystallization such 
calcium-bearing minerals as zoisite, clinozoisite, 
and epidote begin to appear, but with advancing meta-
morphism are seen to give way to hornblende and bio-
ti te. With advanding metamorphism likewise appeared 
a progressive anorthitization of the plagioclase. 
The effects of these diverse processes on the calcium 
content of the rocks are reflected in the analyses, 
which show a considerable increment in calcium be-
tween samples number l and number 2, and a relatively 
slight increment between numbers 2 and 3. 
Silica shows a very slight although pro-
gressive decrease with advancing metamorphism; this 
decrease is proportional to the increase in alumina, 
by which it is very nearly offset, so that it seems 
reasonable to correlate part of the variation in 
these compounds also with the anorthitization of the 
feldspars. 
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The rook from which sample number 4 was 
taken could be said, in regard to degree of meta-
morphism, to lie between numbers 2 and 3. Having 
come from a localized cupola where, due to the im-
pounding action of the enclosing rocks, the effects 
of mineralizers would be more noticeable, its oom.-
posi tion varies somewhat from that of numbers 2 and 
3. Nevertheless, in such constituents as alumina, 
lime, soda, and potassium oxide, it shows a fairly 
uniform gradation between numbers 2 and 3. 
Summary ~ Conclusions 
From the foregoing study it is evident that 
the northwest port ion of the East Coachella Tunnel 
area is formed of regionally metamorphosed rocks 
· which are of sedimentary origin; also, that in fol-
lowing these rocks southeastward a zone of gradual 
transition is encountered within which all structures 
reminiscent of a sedimentary origin give way to those 
which usually characterize an igneous rock; and fin-
ally, that these latter structures once established 
prevail to beyond the limits of the area under dis-
cussion here. 
In the petrographic stud.J of these rooks 
a gradual process of recrystallization was noted, 
the progress of which was followed from the first 
noticeable change in the metamorphosed sediments which 
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constitute the Berdoo series through the various in-
tervening stages to the end-product, the Thermal 
Canyon series. 
Chemical analyses, too, show the existence 
of a close relationship between the Berdoo series 
and the Thermal Canyon, such slight changes as were 
noted being gradual, and always in accord with the 
conditions observed in the field and in the petro-
graphic laboratory. 
Thus, the results of field, petrographic, 
and chemical methods of investigation were such as 
to render inevitable the conclusion that the massive 
rock in the southeast portion was derived by recrys-
tallization from sediments which once constituted 
the entire area. There rElllains now but to show, by 
reviewing the available evidence, how such recrys-
tallization could be brought about. 
With this object in view, certain peculiar 
featureswhieh characterize the recrystallization of 
the Berdoo series will now be considered, together 
with such inferences and conclusions as seem to fol-
low logically from the facts as ascertained. 
It is quite apparent that the process by 
which recrystallization was effected was local rather 
than regional in its nature; it is also clear that 
during the process the rock never lost its rigidity, 
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since inclusions and traces or bedding still main-
tain their conformability with the regional attitude 
of the Berdoo series. 
Recrystallization seems to have been ini-
tiated as an incomplete process of retrograde meta-
morphism, which resulted in the formation of an 
unstable mixture of high temperature and low tempera-
ture minerals. This was followed by a process or 
general recrystallization, which apparently was ini-
tiated as replacement along grain boundaries of the 
older minerals. From these loci it developed until 
it replaced practically all of the previously exist-
ing minerals, thus bringing about the formation of a 
new rock. The m wly formed mineral assemblage was 
of very nearly the same chemical composition as that 
from which it was derived, although the new feldspars 
were prevailingly more oaloio than those of the pa.rent 
rook. Throughout the recrystallization the chief mo-
tivating agency seems to have been heat, with but 
little substitution of materials. 
Whatever the source of the heat may have 
been, a copious supply is indicated, judging by the 
volume of material affected. The local topography 
exposes a vertical section of about 2000 feet of 
Thermal Canyon series rocks, within which interval 
there exists no discernible variation in degree of 
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recrystallization. In the oase of a rock as dense 
and apparently impervious as the Berdoo series, this 
condition is scarcely compatible with the idea of a 
limited supply of heat. 
The feldspars of the Thermal Canyon series 
are prevailingly more calcic than those of the Berdoo 
series; this, according to the results of recent in-
vestigations, indicates a higher grade of metamor-
phism for the Thermal Canyon series as compared with 
the Berdoo series. Phillips in studying green schists 
or various grades of metamorphism found that with in-
creasing temperature the plagioolase feldspars became 
more calc1o, the composition ranging from Ab97An3 in 
the chlorite zone to Ab63An37 near the boundary of 
the kyanite-sillimanite zone. Vogt (9), Turner (?), 
and Harker (10) record similar observations. 
Considering the localized nature of the re-
crystallization it would appear reasonable to postu-
late a subjacent intrusive as the source of heat. The 
possibility that a large intrusive underlies the Ther-
mal Canyon series is suggested by the existence in 
this region of several outcrops of igneous rocks, all 
having approximately the same composition, namely the 
Fargo stock, with its many outliers. (See Pl. I.) 
However, many authorities, among whom are 
Larsen (11), Billingsley and Locke (12), and especially 
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Bowen (13) seriously doubt the existence of much 
superheat in intrusives in the upper part of the 
earth's crust. In this connection it is worth0of 
note that the less highly recrystallized portions 
of the Thermal Canyon are to be found in immediate 
contact with the Fargo stock. 
if 
Even/intrusives in themselves were to be 
found inadequate as sources of heat, conditions con-
nected with their emplacement might quite conceivably 
result in large scale tranferenoe of heat from the 
earth's interior. 
Gilluly (14) in describing a granite of 
replacement origin discusses four possible sources 
for the heated solutions which brought about graniti-
zation: 1) nearby portions of the solid diorite 
(intrusive); 2) the intruded greenstones; 3) rest-
magma solutions of local source; 4) hydrothermal 
solutions of deep-seated origin. 
Of these, the fourth was found to be the 
most probable source, breooia zones which occur with-
in the intrusive being supposed to have served as 
channels of access. 
Gustafson (15) in discussing the genesis 
of the Homestake ore-body postulates hot ascending 
waters, probab~y of oonnate but possibly of magmatic 
origin, as distributors of heat, these in turn deriving 
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their heat from deep-seated igneous intrusions. 
In the case of the recrystallization of the 
Berdoo series the only source of heat which seems to 
be accordant with the observed conditions is that af-
forded by ascending emanations of magmatic origin. 
In this area no large scale sturctures were found 
which could have served as passage-ways for such 
emanations; however, a deep-seated igneous intrusive 
could furnish a passage-way during the interval be-
tween the time of its emplacement and that of its 
final consolidation. 
The influence of oiroulating fluids is 
manifest in all phases of the recrystallization. 
Seric1t1zation and ohloritization are usually re-
garded as hydrothermal processes even in mineral as-
semblages where no transfer of material is involved; 
in the case of the Berdoo series, it will be recalled, 
some ferrous oxide was removed and some soda and lime 
introduced during the lower temperature phases of the 
recrystallization. 
In the later phases more striking evidence 
of the instrumentality of circulating fluids was 
furnished by the close association of the newly form-
ing minerals with local passage-ways suoh as grain 
boun<Bries and interstitial spaces. Besides the in-
troduction or new material there took place considerable 
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transfer of material which existed within the rock 
mass itself. The biotite or the Berdoo series, it 
will be recalled, usually occurs as fairly definite 
bands, while that of the Thermal Canyon characteris-
tically occurs as fortuitous disseminations through-
out the rook mass. 
Although the medium which carried the heat 
must have had relatively free access to the original 
rock, judging by its widespread thermal effects, its 
progress through it, as far as available evidence 
shows, was not along fissures but along openings of 
such minute order of magnitude as grain bounOa.ries. 
This is shown by the fact that the final recrystalli-
zation always began as interstitial replacement, and 
that the Thermal Canyon itself shows no evidence of 
the existence of open passage-ways for mineralizers, 
such as veins or fissures. Permeation was effected 
probably in a manner analogous to that by which cer-
tain media produce extensive alteration in rocks en-
closing ore-bodies, as in the case of the Boulder 
batholith in the neighborhood of Butte. 
Regarding the nature of the fluids which 
were instrumental in bringing about these changes 
little oan be said; their own direct effects on the 
rook were less than those of the heat which they 
brought. The canpleteness with whieh they permeated 
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the rook suggests that they must have included gases, 
while their transportation of chemical compounds in-
dicates that they also included liquids. Chemically, 
they appear to have been relatively inert; as solu-
tions they were probably of very lean concentration. 
During the earlier stages of recrystallization some 
ferrous iron, lime, and soda were removed, while in 
the later stages all of these compounds appear to 
have been added. This does not necessarily mean any 
change in the concentration of the solutions; under 
temperature conditions which would induce katamor,hic 
action in the existing mineral assemblage a solution 
of very lean concentration might dissolve additional 
quantities of compounds which it already carried in 
solution, while later, when the country rock would 
have become more highly heated, conditions favoring 
the formation of minerals rich in these compounds 
might bring about their precipitation. 
No direct evidence could be obtained regard-
ing the time in which this recrystallization took 
place, so that the age of the Thermal Canyon was not 
found to be definitely determinable. The close of 
the Jurassic was marked by intense igneous activity 
along the Sierra Nevada, to which epoch the emplace-
ment of granitoid rocks in the San Bernardino and San 
Jacinto mountains have been referred (references ~ 
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and 4}. In the absence of more definite inforne.tion 
the recrystallization which resulted in the formation 
of the Thermal Canyon series will likewise be corre-
lated with the late Jurassic epoch of igneous activity. 
~Fargo Granite 
The Fargo Granite occurs chiefly as a stock 
which intrudes the Thermal Canyon series near the head 
of the west branch of Little Fargo Canyon. (See Plate 
I.) The outcrop here is about one and one-half miles 
long and one mile wide, the total area exposed being 
about two square miles. It is a very homogeneous rock, 
and is slightly more resistant to erosion than the en-
closing Thermal Canyon, so that it forms rounded hills 
which contrast sufficiently in color with the surround-
ing rocks to constitute a prominent feature of the 
landscape. 
Other outcrops of this rock, each of a few 
hundred square feet in area, occur at various locali-
ties throughout the area in which the Thermal Canyon 
series is exposed, the largest of these being that on 
the ridge between Front Hill and Thermal canyons near 
the southeastern limits of the area. 
It is prevailingly of a reddish color, and 
in the field appears to be quite fresh. As will be 
seen from the following description, this rook to 
which the general field term "granite" has been ap-
plied approaches a quartz monzonite in composition. 
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A typical hand specimen (F 16) shows the following 
mineral assemblage: pinkish gray orthoclase, in 
grains two to five millimeters in length, which 
seem to constitute about sixty per cent of the 
specimen; ice gray plagioclase, difficultly dis-
tinguishable from quartz, in grains one millimeter 
to four millimeters long, and constituting about 
thirty per cent of the specimen; light gray quartz, 
in grains one millimeter to two millimeters long, 
and constituting six to eight per cent of the speci-
men, and dark minerals which appear to consist of 
altered biotite, two to four per cent. These miner-
als occur as interlocking, allotriomorphic grains 
which usually show no structural arrangement, al-
though occasionally indefinite banding is discernible. 
A border zone of from two to ten feet wide 
toward the margin of the intrusive is finer grained, 
darker colored, and less fresh looking. The ortho-
olase in this zone appears to have been replaced by 
a darker colored plagioelase. 
Petrosraphy. In thin section the Fargo 
granite appears to be of very uneven texture, the 
grain size rangipg from five millimeters down to .05 
millimeter. Rosiwal analysis of a thin section made 
from a typical specimen showed the following composi-
tion: 
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~u~le III. 
Rosiwal Analysis of Fargo Granite 
Orthoelase 
Plagioolase • 
~uartz • • • 
Chlorite, b1ot1te, etc. 
• 
• 
54~ 
35% 
10% 
1% 
Specimen FG6, Fargo stock 
250 feet from margin 
Under the microscope this rook is seen to 
be profoundly altered, many ot the grains being sur-
rounded by reaction rims. The degree of alteration 
ot individual minerals varies greatly in different 
parts of the same thin section, the oontrast being 
such as to suggest that some minerals are much older 
than others. On the basis of degree of alteration 
the mineral grains of the Fargo granite could be 
divided into two sub-equal groups, one consisting of 
highly altered individuals, another of quite fresh 
ones. 
The group of highly altered mineral grains 
includes over eighty per cent of the orthoolase and 
about thirty per cent of the plagioclase of the rock. 
These minerals occur as large, highly sericitized, 
and nearly opaque grains, the boun<ilries of which are 
invariably corroded by narrow fringes of fresh look-
ing feldspars and quartz. Both orthoolase and plagio-
olase show beautiful examples of the structure Colony 
{16) has described as "injection perthite", the in-
tercalated material usually being quartz. The orthaclase 
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occurs in grains three to five millimeters wide which 
have reaotion rims .1 to .5 millimeter wide consist-
ing of quartz and untwinned plagioolase. 
The altered plagioolase grains are usually 
somewhat smaller than those of the orthoolase, and 
invariably show polysynthetio twinning. The CX>mposi-
tion, as determined by extinctions on albite twinning, 
ranges from Ab6An4 to Ab8An2• The reaction rims which 
surround the plagioolase grains are also twinned, the 
bands of the new material in every instance being 
perfectly aligned continuations of the bands ot the 
older portion. 
This group of highly altered grains includes 
all of the biotite in the rook. Actually very little 
biotite remains in this rook, its place being taken 
by yellowish green ohlorite, magnetite, and very minor 
a.mounts of limonite. Such biotite as does reaain oc-
curs as narrow shreds, the optioal properties ot which 
are ditficult to determine. 
In contrast to the serioitized and altered 
grains just described stand other groups which con-
sist of plagioolase, quartz, and probably orthoolase, 
all of which are quite fresh. These occupy broad 
zones between clumps of interlocking grains of the 
sericitized material, the grain borders of which they 
invade and corrode. The plagioolase is almost invariabJ;y 
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untwinned, but the index of refraction is that or 
oligoclase. The range in grain size is from two 
millimeters to less than .1 millimeter. Quartz 
carries trains of dust-like inclusions and is often 
noticeably biaxial; the grain size varies from four 
millimeters to the lowest limits of visibility under 
the microscope. A few grains which are probably 
orthoolase also occur in this material; they are 
usually too small to determine accurately. 
Myrmekite occasionally occurs as a consti-
tuent of reaction rims throughout the intrusive, and 
is quite common toward the borders. In this rock it 
seems to affect only the potash feldspars. 
Pseudo-cataclasis is not common, and where 
seen is not characteristically developed: in this 
rock the newer recrystallization which occurs along 
grain boundaries typically consists of but a few 
units of continuous optical orientation, rather than 
a number of individually oriented grains as in pseudo-
cataolasis. 
Relationship !.2 Enclosing Rocks. The Fargo 
stock lies entirely within the Thermal Canyon series, 
a rock in which most of the local details of bedding 
have been obliterated; in the immediate neighborhood 
of the stock, however, especially along the north-
eastern and southern contacts, the attitude of the 
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bedding can still be quite plainly seen. In almost 
every instance in which determinations can be made, 
the contact of the Fargo stock very nearly conforms 
to the attitude of the Thermal Canyon. In horizontal 
plan the bedding of the Thermal Canyon seems to sweep 
around the Fargo stock as if crowded aside by it; ac-
cording to exposures afforded by the deeper canyons, 
an 
the contact always dips outward at/angle slightly 
steeper than that of the bedding, which itself dips 
outward at angles which decrease progressively with 
distance fro~ the intrusive. The physical relation-
ship which appears to exist between these two rocks 
is very nearly that which would obtain had the magma 
of the Fargo stock been forced upwards through the 
more or less horizontally bedded rocks of the Thermal 
Canyon series, the latter being crowded aside and 
partly dragged upwards during the process. 
Ase. From the foregoing it is obvious that 
the most definite statement that can be made regard-
ing the age of the Fargo intrusive is that it is 
younger than the Thermal Canyon series. This, admit-
tedly, is a rather unsatisfactory statement, especially 
when it is remembered that the age of the Thermal Can-
yon itself was found to be more or less indeterminable. 
Vaughan described a granite from the San 
Bernardino mountains, the cactus granite, which 
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apparently is very similar lithologioally to the 
Fargo; this rock he provisionally correlated with 
the Sierra Nevada intrusion. 
If the recrystallization which produced 
the Thermal Canyon was brought about by intrusions 
during the late Jurassic, it is quite possible that 
the Fargo granite represents a slightly later phase 
of the same general epoch. 
Associated Dikes and Sills. Throughout 
the entire area, but more especially in the portion 
south of the Berdoo Canyon numerous intrusive sheets 
of pink granite porphyry occur, most of which are 
very similar in mineralogical composition to the Far-
go granite. These occur in various widths, usually 
rrom one or two inches up to ten or twelve feet, and 
are very persistent, individuals only a few inches 
wide often being traceable for several hundred feet. 
The larger of these sheets are shown on the 
geologic map (Plate I); most of these occur along 
faults, many of which show evidences of movement 
since injection, such as shearing and slickensiding 
of the intrusive rock. Some of the wider masses, 
such as those along the north side of upper Indio 
Canyon, are conformable to the bedding of the en-
closing rock. 
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The signifioanoe of these intrusive sheets 
in problems of engineering geology is discussed undEI." 
a separate heading. 
Benoh Gravels 
A large portion of the surface of the East 
Coachella Tunnel area is constituted by bench gravels. 
These occur in all of the deeper canyons in deposits 
which range from twenty to upward of three hundred and 
fifty feet in thickness, and are continuous with the 
deposits which form the floor of the Coachella Valley. 
They always consist of boulders of the rocks which 
prevail in the particular locality where they occur, 
that is, Berdoo series rocks in the western, and Ther-
mal Canyon or Fargo rooks in the eastern portions of 
the area. The fragments are usually subangular in 
form, and vary in size from five or more feet across, 
to dimensions expectable in ordinary sand grains. 
Consolidation is usually sufficient to permit of the 
formation of vertical cliffs fifty to one hundred feet 
in height, the cementing medium, which is scarcely 
ever discernible in the field, being calcium carbonate. 
Although these gravels are still being de-
posited, the rate of removal at the present time 
greatly exceeds that of deposition, so that existing 
deposits are now being deeply out into. In Berdoo 
Canyon an interesting feature related to these bench 
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gravels was disclosed by the tunnelling operations. 
In the neighborhood of the portal of Berdoo adit the 
present stream channel consists of a rock-floored 
trench some two hundred feet wide which lies against 
the south bank of the canyon. It has along its 
north side an array of flat-topped masses of solid 
rock some twenty to fifty feet ih height and five 
hundred to one thousand feet in length, which are ar-
ranged end to end but separated from one another by 
"embrasures" of from fifty to one hundred feet in 
width, the wall thus constituted being backed by 
benoh gravels. Berdoo adit was collared in one of 
these masses, but entered gravel within one hundred 
feet of the portal, the advance for the next thousand 
feet being through similar material. 
The main tunnel itself crossed Berdoo Can-
yon at a point some two thousand feet farther upstream 
than that at which the adit was collared; on account 
of the steep gradient of the canyon as compared to the 
practical horizontality of the adit, this crossing w~s 
efteoted at a level much lower relative to the canyon 
floor than that at which the adit was collared. Never-
theless, here also the advance tor a distance ot nine 
hundred feet was entirely through gravel. 
These conditions indicate that the canyon 
has been out much more deeply than now appears, and 
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that it has since become filled. The present stream 
constitutes a variety of intersequent stream, in that 
it has been displaced laterally southward by the ac-
cumulation of detrital material along the bases of 
the mountains to the north. 
Age. The greater part of these gravels is 
quite probably of recent age; the deposits are uni-
fied throughout and represent continuous deposition 
to the present day. It is possible, however, that 
the lower portions of the deeper deposits, such as 
those in Berdoo and Indio, may be of Pleistocene age; 
accumulation of this material began with the last im-
portant uplift of the mountains, which, it seems 
reasonable to suppose, took place during the late 
Pleistocene. 
Buttress Blocks. The rock nasses which form 
the north bank of the present canyon constitute topo-
graphic features which, so far as the writer is aware, 
have never been described. The term "buttress blocks't 
is proposed for these features. Typically they con-
sist of pier-like masses of rook which have been 
shaped by the downward cutting of intersequent streams 
the lateral displacement of which has resulted in 
their becoming perched on the sides of rook-filled 
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showing older gravel filled canyon and Buttress 3lock. 
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STRUCTURE 
Introduction. A desert region of compara-
tively high relief usually offers exceptional advan-
tages in the study of structure. As a rule the rooks 
are well exposed, and structural features commonly 
have a definite topographic expression. In rocks 
which are as homogeneous as those which constitute 
the Little San Bernardino mountains, however, the 
amount of relative displacement on faults is usually 
very difficult to determine, owing to the absence of 
distinctive beds or other features which would serve 
as horizon markers. 
In studying the geologic structure of a re-
gion the degree of importance ascribed to the various 
phenomena depends largely upon the purpose for which 
the investigation is being made: the standard of com-
parison used by the geological engineer who seeks to 
foresee and dispose of such geologic problems as may 
present themselves during the execution of a given 
project, differs considerably from that used by the 
structural geologist who seeks to decipher the dynamic 
history of a region. In this study the standard of 
comparison used was that of the geological engineer, 
rather than that of the structural geologist. Accord-
ingly, all faults and joint systems which were f'ound 
to be sufficiently well developed to constitute 
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problems in tunnelling operations were mapped and 
described, regardless of their possible laok of sig-
nificance in the general regional setting. 
~ault Systems. The more important faults 
of the East Coachella Tunnel area are to be found 
in the northwest portion, that is, in that portion 
which is composed of Berdoo series rocks. Here oc-
cur many faults of various degrees of development 
and of diverse attitudes. Although individual faults 
are often very impersistent both as regards apparent 
amount of movement and attitude, the faults of this 
portion of the area permit of se:i;e.ration on the basis 
of prevailing strike, into two groups. Of these, one, 
the most important both as regards number and degree 
of development of individual members, trends easterly, 
and includes such faults as those along Indio, Berdoo, 
and Pushawalla canyons, besides many others along 
which no canyons have been cut. (See Plate I.) The 
other, the members of which are less uniform and less 
conformable among themselves, trends northerly, and 
includes the faults in the neighborhood of Little 
Fargo Canyon, the upper portion of Pushawalla Canyon, 
and that along the West Pushawalla Canyon. 
Displacement. It was not found possible to 
estimate the amount of displacement represented by 
any of' the larger faults. This was because of the 
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comparative uniformity of the Berdoo series: in many 
cases the rook appeared to be exactly the same on 
both walls of a fault, and where they did differ, it 
usually was a case of bringing one frequently occur-
ring rock type against a contrasting but equally com-
mon type. There is not sufficient order to the 
arrangement of the lithologic members of the Berdoo 
series to render possible a correlation of beds, or 
of sequences of beds, from one fault block to another. 
Direction of Movement. The comparative uni-
formity of the Berdoo series rendered impossible also 
a determination of the direction of movement on these 
faults. However, there are certain pecularities shown 
by members of both systems from which inferences may 
be drawn regarding the direction of movement with re-
spect to the fault surface itself, that is, whether 
the filults were of the so-called strike-slip type, or 
whether their movement also included a vertical com-
ponent. Most of the faults were found to be extremely 
sinuous; this condition in a rock as dense and diffi-
cultly compressible as the Berdoo series is not believed 
to be compatible with the idea of solely horizontal 
movement. 
Also, Berdoo canyon, which has been carved 
along a member of the easterly system, is asymetri-
cally situated with respect to its drainage basin: 
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the divide on the scutherly side is only 1500 feet 
from the canyon, while that on the northerly side is 
over 12,000 feet distant. The rocks on the two sides 
of this canyon being similar, resistance to erosion 
in each case would be the same. The eon.di tions ob-
served are those which would obtain if the block north 
of the canyon were depressed along its southern edge, 
while the block south of the canyon remained station-
ary. In this connection it is interesting to note 
that tunnelling operations revealed that the gravels 
had been faulted along a line approxi.rmtely parallel 
to, but slightly east of, the center line of the can-
yon. 
Both o:f these conditions indicate a vertical 
component in the movement along the faults. 
Order of Development. The general pe.t tern 
of the faults in this area suggests contemporaniety 
of fornation. The 1.'requenoy with which members of one 
system swing into and join w1 th members of the other 
indicates that both systems were forming at the same 
time, and in response to the same structural adjust-
ments. 
Causes 21. Faultioo. The a script ion of cause 
to faulting in cases in which neither the amount nor 
the direction of movement could be definitely ascer-
tained, can at best be but conjectural. However, when 
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the area is considered as a whole, certain general 
features can be noticed w h1 ch seem to indicate a 
relationship between the forces which caused the de-
formation and those which brought about the recrys-
tallization in the eastern portion of the area. 
As can be seen on the map (Plate I) the 
more important faults occur in the Berdoo series 
rocks. The only exception to this rule is that con-
stituted by the faults in the Fargo Canyon district, 
and even these, although occurring in Thermal Canyon 
series rocks, show in their attitude unmistakable 
relationship to those occurring in the Berdoo series. 
Also, the two sys tams to whi oh the f'aul ts 
of the area have been referred show a definite rela-
tionship to the contact of the Thermal Canyon series, 
to which the easterly system is very nearly parallel 
and the northerly system more or less at right angles. 
These two sets of conditions, the limitation 
of the faults to the Berdoo series, and the relation-
ship of the :Oiult pattern to the contact of the Ther-
mal Canyon series, oould result through fracturing 
incidental to domioal uplift in the area occupied by 
the The:rm.al Canyon, or to slumping in the surrounding 
areas. A relationship to igneous activity is suggested 
by the occurrence of dikes of granitic material similar 
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to the Fargo granite along members of both fault 
systems. 
It seems reasonable to suppose that the 
faulting could be brought about by domical uplife 
incidental to deep-seated igneous intrusion during 
the late Jurassic. 
Evidences of Recent Movement. Throughout 
the East Coachella Tunnel area evidence of recency 
of movement is everywhere manifest. The prevailing 
land forms are quite incompatible with the idea of 
a stable land mass, and the drainage system, even in 
case of the wider canyons, has nowhere attained grade. 
As can be seen on the general geologic .im.p, 
this region is in the stage of the physio@raphic 
cycle which is known as early zouth, yet the influ-
ence of structure on the distribution of the various 
units of the drainage system is as great as would 
normally obtain during maturitz. This condition sug-
gests recent uplift of a maturely dissected land mass. 
The asymmetry of Berdoo canyon shows non-
adjus tment to present day erosional conditions; the 
faulting of the gravels shows that the fault along 
which the canyon has been cut is still active. 
The Little San Bernardino mountains them-
selves quite probably were raised by movement on a 
fault along their southern base, of which, however, 
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no trace could be found in the East Coachella Tunnel 
area on account of the thick deposits of recent 
gravels along the lower slopes of the mountains. 
Age. Evidence of at least two periods of 
deformation are indicated in the East Coachella Tun-
nel area. During the first period, which preceded 
the intrusion of the Fargo stock, the two systems 
of faults mentioned above were probably formed. On 
the basis of its relationship to the intrusion of 
the Fargo stock, this period is assigned to the late 
Jurassic. 
During a second period movement took place 
on most of these faults. The granitic material which 
had been injected along the older faults was sheared 
and slickensided. The fault along Berdoo Canyon, 
which shows no igneous intrusion, was probably formed 
by local block-faulting during this period. 
The second period of deformation quite 
probably represents part of the diastrophism by which 
the mountains themselves were elevated. On account 
of the stage of dissection of the land forms result-
ing from it, this period is correlated with the de-
formation whioh took place in Southern California 
during the Pleistocene. 
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GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TUNNEL EXCAVATION 
Unfavorable Conditions. In some portions 
of the East Coachella Tunnel the rocks encountered 
were intensely indurated and had sufficient strength 
to stand unsupported for indefinite periods, so that 
exoavation in these portions could proceed uninter-
ruptedly, such supporting of ground as would from 
time to time be found necessary being attended to by 
special crews whose operations in no way interfered 
with the actuai advanoement of the tunnel. Not in-
frequently, however, ground conditions were such that 
artificial supports had to be installed immediately 
after blasting, the overlying rocks in these cases 
not being competent to bear their own weight after 
the removal of the natural support. Such conditions 
at best entail delays of a few days in the process of 
excavation, and if not properly disposed of, might 
conceivably result in the loss of the entire tunnel. 
Faults and Joints. Since faults or joints 
were in the vast majority of cases the causes of these 
unfavorable conditions, a brief discussion of these, 
and of their normal surface expression, would seem 
to be warranted. 
In this tunnel it was found that the amount 
of local disruption and shattering which affected 
rocks along the walls of faults was not necessarily 
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proportional to the displacement on that fault. In 
a few cases faults were encountered in which the 
displacement was doubtless measureable in hundreds 
of feet, but in which the dislocation was confined 
to a single fissure, beyond the walls of which no 
deformation was discernible; this type of fault, un-
less its strike actually approached parallelism with 
the bearing of the tunnel, rarely required any 
especial attention at all. 
Such faults may have a topographic expres-
sion quite at variance with their lack of significance 
in tunnelling operations. 
On the other hand, systems of closely 
spaced parallel faults were encountered in which the 
movement was only a very few feet, but which caused 
a great deal of trouble through "running" of broken 
rock on the fault planes. These systems had no topo-
graphic expression at all, but in a region so nearly 
free from surface detritus as the Little San Bernar-
dino mountains they could always be seen sufficiently 
clearly to permit of determination of attitude of in-
dividual members. 
The attitude of a fault with respect to the 
bearing or the tunnel was found to be a very important 
factor in determining the amount of shattering which 
would be encountered in its vicinity. When it is 
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remembered that the shattering in fault zones is 
always intensified by blasting incidental to tunnel 
excavation, it oan be readily seen that under other-
wise similar conditions the more closely the strike 
of a fault approaches the bearing of the tunnel, the 
more unfavorable the conditions for excavation. 
The amount and direction of the dip of 
faults with respect to the line of advance of the 
tunnel are also of very great importance, especially 
in case of transverse faults: excepting faults which 
are absolutely horizontal, the lower the dip, the 
greater the amount of shattering which will be en-
countered. With respect to direction of dip, low-
angle faults which dip in the same direction as the 
line of advance of the tunnel give more trouble than 
would similar faults which dipped in the opposite di-
rection, because these actually constitute sources of 
danger before becoming exposed at all. 
Multiple systems of faults or joints which 
intersect within and above the tunnel invariably re-
sult in caving and ttblocky" ground. It is interest-
ing to note that intersecting closely spaced joint 
systems may give more trouble than would similarly 
spaced gouge-filled fault systems. 
Dikes. Dikes can be considered as faults 
or joints along which igneous material has been 
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injected; in tunnelling operations the significance 
of these is about the same as that of :faults. Dikes 
along which somw faulting has taken place subsequent 
to injection are usually more subject to caving than 
ordinary faults, as the sheared igneous material 
seems to act as a lubricant. 
Contacts. Igneous intrusive oohtacts are 
often marked by broad alteration zones within which 
the rock may be more or less disintegrated; when 
fracturing is added to these conditions the result 
is usually unfavorable to tunnelling operations. 
The lower contacts of extrusives are almost 
invariably marked by deep zones of unconsolidated 
rock. During certain seasons of the year these con-
tacts may furnish passage-ways for considerable vo-
lumes of water. 
Favorable Conditions. In tunnelling opera-
tions today the question of time is often of more im-
portance than that of cost, so that the conditions to 
be sought are those which would be most conducive to 
rapidity of advance. In case of soft rock, given to 
more or less running, such caves as occur almost in-
variably take place at the faoe during blasting. These 
not only effectively block off the face from all acti-
vities connected with further advancement until the 
caved material has all been removed, but if neglected 
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may result in the loss of the tunnel, to say nothing 
of the fact that the undesired opening produced by 
the eave will have to be filled. 
Hard rock, on the other band, can be drilled 
more quickly with the powerful drills recently de-
veloped than can softer rock which tends to "ravel" 
or oave around the drill-steel; also, it invariably 
breaks off more readily in blasting, and, most impor-
tant of all, it rarely requires any temporary support 
in advance of the permanent sheathing, thus permit-
ting concentration of effort by the operators on the 
advancement of the tunnel. Such rock, if unaffected 
by any of the unfavorable conditions mentioned above, 
should constitute excellent tunnelling ground. 
Surface gravels, if consolidated sufficiently 
to stand as vertical cliffs of ten to twenty feet, of-
ten opnstitute the very best of tunnelling ground; 
such material at Berdoo canyon, even though soft enough 
to permit of being dug out at will by hand, was said 
to have constituted the most nearly ideal ground en-
countered throughout the entire tunnel. 
Plates I'.f to VII. P(1o·!;omicrogro.:;ihs illustratin[ the 1)rogress-
ive nature of the recrystallization in the transition zone between 
the Berdoo series and the Thermal Canyon series. Crossed nicols.XSO. 
Plate IV A- Slide 7337+73. ~erdoo series near tra..~sition zone. 
Earlv sta.r:e recrystallization. ;fote selective nature of recrystall-
ization, o.s shorm bv relatively narrow zone of :pseudo-cataclastic 
material between ort:1oclase grains in center, as compared to v:ider 
zone bet1.Yeen ort~1oclase and oligoclase (at extinction) towards 
lower rig~t hand portion of field. 
Plate IV ~3- Slide 7337+75. '"iner p:rained ~')ortion of slide shoi;·n 
in Plate IV ,;,. Zo:'.lcs of )seudo-cataclastic .naterial slightly 17ider. 
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Plate V, A- 3lid.e 7329+·JJ. ::'r:J.nsition zone. (;rains of ?ri.11ar/ 
minerals com_?letely surrounded b:;' rE.crystallized rllinerals. 
Flate V, J- Slide 7329+00. ::otc re:crystallized biotite in 
u;i)er central portion of field. 
j 
- - - ----~ 
Pla-'ce 1!I, A- 3licle 7751+35 ,'ransi tion zone nE-ar -.:::rnr:im.l Gi'1-
yon series. Primary minerals &L1ost entirely replaced. ;-;ecrystall-
ized ~inerals becoming co~rser grain~d. 
Plate VI, 3 :niO.e 7 306+70A. .._'ransition zone. I..ar~:e ort:1ocla3e 
,e.rain completely surround.ed recr1stallized minerals. 
. j 
Plate VII, ,;,. 3lide 7:~90+1·). ::'!1er~al Ccmyon series. >~ecrystall-
ization c.lu1ost co:J)lete. ~'exture a)_)roachin~ t'.10.t of t])ical 
~·:-..or.nal Cnnyon. 
Pla.te VII, 3. 31L.e 7900+23A :ransition zone. : ·1r:aeldte 
rs)lacinc orthoclase. Crossed nicols. X240. 
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Sy Donald D. Maotellan. 
A Se Diego /"alma 1a the Vicinity of Val Vcde. 
B.1 Doaal.4 D. MacLellu. 
i:11th1n tAe loYeraon l>ecta ot tJae Saupe group 11' the Suta Clara 
VaU.97 ngioa aa •wed liy Ka (l) oCCiV a. ••1• of ooagl.Oliel'ati• 
ancl arenaeeous atldiments whieh haft beea awn 'to oany a muin• 
tauna. 'Ule age of which baa no" in f1ff11.7 aae oea def1nitel7 det,erm ... 
1nell. Ur. w. P. Popaoe of the Calit91'111a Iaatit,ue aaggened to 
~ Writer tJsat a nt1d7 Of Mria.l.a Gp.;'SVea ot th ... ••liunte 'be 
-'• with aa •PMial Yi.• Wnrd9 deteraiaillg tuir &&•• aacl 
w~ "11•7 •~iwt,ecl a geologi• tona~ien d.iriincst tna thoae 
of boiJ.'l, tile Pioo fAll4 Saups grnpa u prffioual.7 mapped. 'l'!ae tincU.ap 
ot tlda tm.uiJ are Hl'wlth ~eel. 
Rtpl\a J!t P£11&M !Im· The ed.naaM of a t ... 111.terou 
aorisoa aear lhe baa• ot th• s..up. aw "°' Ao• l>ee ~ 
by IU"lJ' wortera ia thia paeral ar-. K• aeut.iou that eV..ta 
i...U.atel1 below t.he horiacm wbioh he Urrt.ativel.J' 14aut1ed. u 
the Pieo-5e.ugu eoata.n were t .. ailiteroua. Th• tirn ottieial 
aot1M wbiob wu giY• to tiU.9 aoriaon .... to haft It .. 'Ulat ltJ" 
Dr. Georg• H. Taylor, U. Ja 1130 h't report.eel. tindihg a foaa1l1t-
er'OWJ boruoa •near tile baa• of the Saugus". 
In their deaoripUoa of the Pico am Saugua grouptt ot tu upper 
Saata Clara Vall•J' Grant and Gale (2, p 33) aeatioa a litwral aone 
wtdeh they fow:ad at the iop ot tlae Pico &l"O'lP and whiob aan'i• a 
ai.c:ldle PUOMH tauna. TAi• .... apparently 1a rMOpialll• all 'th• 
war troa Fermmdo Pan to liolaer C&ayonJ the eu't.....t apeaare 
is ai u....-. ~ a laranoh ot .w.i.u er.-_ troa which looal.-
it7 beda of ttda aoae oaa 'H ~ mr• or l.•• ...U.UO..l.J 
-~ w MJoad Piao C'iarlJ'On. A eoaUmlati.oa of tile .... aoa•• 
•poaaitaly 100 tee$ lligber" 1a reporiei .. ~ - "11• nona 
aide of the sat& Clan. V~ ill ~ nciOB of 'UMt Saa ?lalti.ae& 
Gna4e am1 1ih9 s.. Uariiua Chl<l'liw ...,_.. Thie apoave 11u 
-. t.t.a 1a autfic1..tl7 w1a1ui1 w 'Mi• local wpo&ft.Phl aa w 
leaft lltU. dout ot 1'• 'being th• rook cleeerlbed 1a w. paper. 
Dr. H. u.. A. Riee (3) 1a 1934 studied aa..,...,.. ot tou1Ut-
erou eanclstoue an4 coagl__.."• whim onrlle tn>ieal. PiGG group 
ahaln 1a \he Wel4on antl Garin caa,oa ar-.. the l.oo&Uoa of 'Whioh 
prafti.UJ' coJ.laoiUa wJ.'f;A '\bat ot a pol'ti.oa of the littoral aeae 
of Gnat and Ga.le. Here he toad. a tuna ot Sl apeciu whic u 
appar.U1 Yer'/ atmnar to that ot the Saa Diego (at.cklle Pliooeae) 
ce the oppoaiw aicle ot th• Saa'8. suaaa ~ !a Laa 
LlaJaa can,._. Dr. George a. Ander- (4) 1a 1933 toad a aall 
Saa Diego twill Wa whioh are yery similar litllologica.U.7 "9 
tlloae fouad. ill.~ Santa Clara ValleJ" and whioh apparmtl.7 OOCR&P1 
tu .... nrat1gn.pl'1o poaitia. 
L!aii!I- The root• ...sw• J.a coraaenima n'lh th19 J.aY-'~ 
ip.tiGB are typi.UJ _,.. .. near t4e oo nlty of Val Verde, 
wJU..m i.a ait."4 in Saa MarliaK Chiquito 8UJOll t,wo 1111• aorta 
of Del:alle. 1a the qper Santa Clara Valley (See ap). Tn expuur• 
are eapeoialJ.1 notwonh7• ou ooaua al.cmg the --1°' of t.he norih-
erly veacU.q raage ot bill.a 1/ 8tn all.e -.\ ot Val Verd.e, while 'Ule 
other ooeura about. oe mil• due w.-t ot Val v.ne. 1'Ae expoavre 
... 3 • 
.. , ot Val v...a. ... M approuU4 fr• .. avf.OllObU• road. •hi.ch 
eneada ~ .... ot tu raa&• • 1u ~t .u.. TA• *' ...... 
.... t of Val V•u ea o. na.a.t bJ _._Dile by f ollniag the Su 
Yania•• Chiquito road W8Mrb and ~ aotdh at a lo.Ut7 arke4 
"County Park"• E&ca:watioM .a.e 1a oaa9Aioa wiih ~· gn4i.ag ot a 
roarl w a we.Ur t..nk a a hill dlMI ....u& ot ta. "Co\lrRy Part" gift 
un'llat .,...,.. .. of the Mda her• Mias ~. 
Sk&iign.p!lt- Th• lw~ be4a 1a ... Saa ~- Chiquito 
region oouiat ot •• lwa ol 'Ule pmp ..- ay K• u Pi•• TUJ 
oouW ot pn4.ery llOlt tta.-gn.iu4 ~ ..-.wa. ol a 
broni.n grq oelor whieli Giily rarely eh8W any Vaoee ot \Melding. 
Ae ....... htre 'Uleee Md8 appear w " llBf•••llU•roua. '1'11• bue 
of W. faci• being aowbere mtpeud ia th1a rtJ&l.On, 'lhe t.hJ.c'm-
la • ..._.., loeal _.. .... inti•"• a tlaiokaeaa i!l _.... ot 500 
t..t.. 
TJae Pico &l'O'lP 19 nwlaia 19 a llu•••loa ot Md9 *ieh ~­
sate 1000 to uoo ten a thickn._, · ilttb1a whio!l ow the fauna 
wlWl1l w. papel" • .-. to ~ u-.i..pi Y&l'J'lDc ntida thfllle 
aelna, ta ... 'bed.a oaut1•t.e a cliat.iaot lltho1egia wd.'\ wbieb con• 
V'uta droagl.7 wi'Ul Nth ta. WldarJ.iiag and nerlyi.Dg roou. TMT 
ue ae;paniecl troa tae __.lJ'b& Pieo group ...._ 'by a a8arp aoa-
..e'ondtJ' tile -.--. 14 whiA oould Mt a •n cletiai* detena-
iud • IMl4IOWR of tu luk ot ~ ot ¥ding ia tJae Pieo 
gr'Ollp. 
l'he 'ban1 pertioa of tJ:a ... Wa -iln ol' 600 w 800 feet 
ol poorly •rhd coagl~ which appeara to wi.at entirely of 
·~ P'aiu ant:l peblalu of gnmiilc a.tvial wh1e ru.ge ill 
.... 
ai•• frca t.hat et eoarae 8&114 v.p to tbree or tour in._. No t...U. 
wer. f ou.cl bl thia portion of" '\lie becla .. 
Imll!iatel.y OTerlying ~ eongloael"d• OOCW"S 30 to 40 t..t 
ot y.U..Uh f¥&1 •el.l-beddlld aaad.atone. 1'hi8 ia foll-- by a be4• 
•ix 1Mbea to •• toot in. tld.ttkn••• Whioll la ri.nually a lJJautoa., 
u it eouiata ot a aa.tted an4 •--Ud wa ot aoal.7 tr&guata ot 
.molluoan ahella. Nolle ot ~ rn.-ta were suttitU..Uy large 
~ penait ot pn1U•• ideatiticat.ion. although Jll8t1Y bore a ruem'D-
lance t. th• "l•on>od Ottw vapertJ.aa. Thia "4 ia f ollowea bf 
a aucoeaaioa ot olutio aecliasta SO to 100 tnt. in 'thi#n-.wbioh 
coaaid of well-Hdd.ecl sand.atone at~· llaae Mit wllleb. MoDaas 
ooar'MI" a.114 1-• replarly atn:lit18Cl with PNP"•• upward, the apper-
mod ..... M1Dg ---- of poorlJ' ~ ... at.rial Qieh is 
rainiaoeat ot ~ baeal portion of the tcmaatioll. 
0r.-1y1r1g W.. ooagloMrat-. oceaaiml.17 1a uaeoatorabl.• 
relaUou• ....-.. a M4 ot ..Uta to t.tu ~· 10 to 20 tm 
in thiom .. , Die 1• toll.w'c bJ a. .fouilU'erou heel about oae 
toot in Wcaeu, rn. whio!l a tw ot th• •P••iwa l.ided. De.low 
..... u. ....... 
Th• a...S. f'oaailif erou be4 i• followecl bi 200 to 300 ten 
of ..-. aad f iae-gra.iud oongl.oaena.t•• the coaner •ffrial Hing 
coaf1ae4 to tile iWlcll.e poriiona. Coatorm.bl.y ov•rlyiag the olutioa 
Jun mentioned oceun a bed. two to f'ive fen thick ot eoarae aa4awu 
wh1• 1a highly touUitenue, Ulcl f'rom which the grater pctl"U.on of 
ihe taum. listed Nlow wu obtaiud. Tille Oe4 ia o•erla!a ily 20 w 
30 feet of aecli• to coarae 88ndnone• hluiah gray at th• baae b\t\ 
beoomin& lu.oai Ue towards the top. Limonite oCOtill'a both u a fta1a 
watoh peraea.t• certain poriiou of the roolr. .... and u ~ioaa 
-s-
aoma ot which a.t.taia aiaenaicma ot aix to eipt u-... 
Tn w three t.- ot gpsiteroua and. higlsl.7 oaidi•ed aandetone 
unallJ' ....Ua'la ta..,,. .. -"' 'bed ot tJli9 group. Ttaia bed 1• 
\naaaa-t.-4 ai a ftf7 ..ii angle by a higbly oxidiHtl eroaio-.1 aur-
ta•• whiob t_... \he aepuaUoa betw._ tau group aa4 the •eri.• 
*1* owrli• il. Thia ...-. oautiat.• -. ot the ••• drik1a& 
·~ l•'Wr• ot tJle .region, a4 ie ai-at Mriaial.7 the 
nrta• whiall K• mpped u ~. Piao-saugu cioat&ct a1oag the nage 
of ld 11 a eut ot Val v ercle. 
Uaeontora'bl.7 onrlyiq tlU.a P"OUP ffOUl'a a .._. ti&loaeaa 
ot talrlJ uniform, yel.l.ow1ak ~- P'81iaA thia-bed4e4 ........... wtdch 
pere1n to beJ'Hd the lJ.ai:k ot the ar• a... atwliecl, ancl 11hioh 
...Ut.ft• "1Je•Baugu• ot Kw aacl o~ t'..ew ata1i•(J., p 82) tbat 
'*the ar•t• pan (ot the SUpe) 1a o;t iariae origin. but it 
sn4• .. Ward an4 northwud. inw st.rat& ~ are prohabl7 
ot tlu'ri.atile origia or allarial fa 4.epe•ita." 
The mUtond.ty &ll4 perain•c• of 'Ule Mela in tld.a ar• ~ 
ott -More mrin• clepoaltioa. No touUa ••• fowad ia t.hase Hda. 
Fam "' iM Ill Vtrslt §Jiii· Aa indi•t• aboD, the .,,. ..... 
of t.he fouiliteroua N4a tu.ndah• tile beat p:r•el"'Hd •ffriAl· 
Howner, u fU" aa Oftlcl b4t uoerta1De4, t.hey all .... to ~ \he 
uae fauna. Bel• (Tahle I) io shown a list ot t.he idatil4ble torma 
oolleaed troa the foas1llterou becle in t.he Yioiai"7 of Val Verde, 
topiher witll tileir geologio range, and the aeosre.PU• ~ 
ot li'riag fonu. Accsordiag to Grain uul Gale all of ~·.fora 
occur in ttle Saa Diego fona.t.1oa, wlU.cll ia •.Uy accepieli u 
Hing of middle PliOMH &Pf tboae tol'm9 which arY. al.ao oc a to 
other geologic ~· are all leg nage forms wbich occur f'd.:rlT 
geaerall.J' throughout. "11• upper 'feri1arf uac1 later epocba. 
Certa1a t~ avoa aa Tc!JDW M UtWaill i•• A£• itil&IMB• 
Dff'''' ..._. ..... aa1'HI•• 9til:M JWP!ri'"• PtGa ltllAY. 
ftr. urid\I&· PtGe maBm• ..... !KlUM'M• aad Alkvl 
mv'Utt are Clbaraner~i• of ~ Saa Diqo to~ioa. 
Althoup tide fUD& J.Hl.u4• may •P"i• 'ld.Uah are ll'riq tode.T 
ill eool aorth Paeitlo wa"411'a 1" ... _..... 'Uie i .... be oeaaiclered. 
a ..,. •'hr ,..., u.ia. it iaolwlu no aped.• wtU• ie oafinecl 
a.oluaiYely W 8001 •ter'at aM .... iaolwie aome •I>Mi•t81la U 
Ottm !llM1i•· Pm• wwrat.• 9HUVM iDMiftmH• aad 
Ktll.ttit lstllftjiJ., wbicb are to ff tcnmd oal.7 in au-VOpiaal to 
Vopioal ....... 
_, _ 
_ Table l• 
Fonll• ot the Val V•l'4• i!OrMUon. San Man!•• Ch1qv.Uo CU1on.Upper S•t• Clara va11.,.. 
Callfonda. 
(The clanlttoattoa uect la that of Grant and Gale}. 
Hloceee.t.P11oc. M.Pltoc. u.Pltoc. Pletat. necent. Geographlc·Dtatr1but1on. 
Terebl'&talla occ14ent&l.1• Dall••••••••••••••••••••••••••X•••••••••••••••••' 
A.!"08 trtltneata(COD1"84) ••••••••••••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x •••••••• x 
?Chi one aeaurta Shamard. •• , •• ••• •••••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x 
Doainta ponderosa(Gra1) 
Tar. Jaoalttoaana Arnold ••••••••••••• :x •••••••• x •••••• x 
Laev1cardium ep 
oatrea veaperttna Conrad •••••••••••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x 
Panope generoaa Gould ••••••••••••••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x •••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x •• Puget solllld to ~estco. 
Peoten bellua(Conrad)Tar.hemph1111 Dal.1 ••••••••••••••••• x 
Peoten eat1'9llanua(Conract.)v~r.cerroaena1a Gabb ••• 1 •••••• x 
Peoten haata\Ua SowerbJ•••••••••••••••••x •••••••• x •••••• x •••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x •• Alaaka to san Dtego. 
Peet• heal.911 Arnoldw..leulduUeSat ........ x •••••• x 
Pecten ialan41oue Mtlller var.hlncls11 carpenter •••••••••• x •••••••• x •••••••• x •••••• x •• ser1ng sea to San Piego. 
Pecten purpuratua Lamara'll: var •••••••••••••••••••• x •••••• x ••••••••••••••••• x •••••• x •• coqutmbo.Chilt to Ecuador. 
Pod.od .. 1'.118 maoroachiema(Deaba7es)••••••••••••••••X••••••X•••••••••••••••••X••••••x•.Ber1ng sea to Mexico. 
Aoteon pa1ne1 Dall var.grand!or Gran'•••••••••••••••••••X 
A.etrea g.ractata Grant & Gal••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••X 
Ae'na ap 
TB1tt1a attenuatma Carpen'ter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••x •••••• x •• Alaslca to mexioo. 
Calntnea tJ'Och1torm1a(Grael111) •••••••• .x •••••••• x •••••• x •••••••••••••••••••••••• x •• Pan.ama to Pera.. 
Caacella:rta trlton1dae Ga.blh •••••••••••••••••••• .x •••••• x ••••••••••••••••• x 
CancellAl"ta hemph1111 Dall·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••X 
C&11~ Jmmeroaae(Gabl>) •••••••••••••••••••••••• x •••••• x ••••••••••••••••• , 
?Cla?Ua bottae Valenctmm. ............................... x ••••••••••••••••• x •••••• x •• wa:rm to tropical ooeana. 
tOreptdula IMl:anca sowerlJJ'•••••••••••••••X••••••••••••••-~••••••••••••••••.x •••••• x •• van.eouvOJ" to Vexloo. 
TCrep14ula OJ11X SowerlJJ••••••••••••••••.x •••••••• x •••••• x ••••••••••••••••• x •••••• x •• w011t•l"e1 to Panama. 
G~ ap.ct.elemerenae Englillh··••••••••••••••x 
Kellett a kellett11 (FoJ"bel,) ••• ••••• ••• •••••••••••• x ••••• .x ••••••••••••••••• x. •• ••• x •• sta. Barbara to 11ex1co. 
fLora ap.of.P7ramldal1a(St:rom) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• y •••••••••••••••••••••••• x •• Alaaka to Mont•l"97• 
Mitrella llP•••••••••••••O~lg. to Recent.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••x •• world w14e. 
waaaartu perptngula(Hllld.a) •••••••••••••'••••••••x ••••• .x •••• 1 •••••••••••• :x •••••• x •• Puget Soun4 to Mexico. 
NeTerlta recluatan'la(Deab:&JH) ••••••••• 011g. to Reoen•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• Y.: •• CreacentC1t)' to Mmoo. 
011Tella •P• 
Purpura eldridge1(Arno14) ••••••••••••••••••••••• x ••••••• x 
TUrrltella cooper! Carpen.tel'•••••••••••••••••••••X••••••X•••••••X••••••••X••••••X•.!1,1ontel'91 to S.D1ego. 
Cgpariasm Ea ll8 GrwR i'apa· The ar•t llthologt• coatrut. 
whids exist• l>etWMll ttut boda ure M1q ~ a.nd tboa• of the 
underlying Pico group hu alr-.dy 0ea imiioated1 th•• "411 oouiat 
either .r · poerl.J' aorled congl•erate or eo&ra• aandat.one. all 
ff1Dg t.yploal ot UtWral or w-abor• 4•poa1t1on. While~ apoaecl 
poriioa or the PilD group oouista of .f'ia~ecl argillaoeou 
~ euob u would be depoai."4 in fairly dMP qtdet .......... 
A. •11Dilar ooatrut .uta })et.ween the tswna ot thtl two groups. The 
UniTeraity ot Calltonda•a Foasil Locality No.163'1 (r.t .. s, pp208-2U}, 
which ia Grant sad Gale's Lo-calit.7 !'lo. 217, ia l.oat.ed U.Ut tar.. 
aUee aort.liea.st of Val Verde. (See map), ad probably r.,...._'b 
the aiddl• porU.oa o£ the Piao grcNP H4a. Here a tw ot 4S •Pffil• 
ioally identifiable tone waa eollentd o, w. A. E».gliah in 1914. 
ot tllae 21, or a1lloat 60%, are lirin& fora, aacl t.ae r•n 1a4er all 
couiat ol loq nmp torma. many et wbiek ha•• ~- tna tae 
llionne or low•• The ..Ueoftioa npna•ta a tJPical cold wdel" 
taaa la that. 24 ot tbe 27 li.Ying tona an to be towad aortb of 
Sa Franoiaoo. AcecmlSJ:lg te Eragl1ah tlU.a tmma ia "low•t Pliocce• 
1a age. 
ot th• 34 apeciH ooll..wtl 1'1 tae writer ill the Val V e..U 
beds 28 .... tound to b6 &ped.t'icall.7 14-iitiabl•J ~.. .. 
alreMJ' aenti.oae4, ooutitate a t.ypieal. ..,.. sat.er tamaa. 
'rhe fB.Wl& ot ~Val V.-4• he48' ha.Ye the following Ilia• epeoiea 
ill eomoa with tile lower Plio4*Mt fauna ref erred to &Do••• 
(?)Chi•• •eeuria ftl'. 
Oat.rea Y•ali.Ge.blJ (0.YUperUna o£ GraaU Gale) 
(t)Pena 'ow•i Anolcl (P. lleal.,t nr.lohri " " Cal.nu• n4ian•{Luarok) (c. trooDUormia " " 
ChrJ'aodomu U'lfOl41 R1Yen'l ( CUtlaaru haeron8 " " 
( t )Crep14ula oap swe1•1>7 
Siphcmalia lutU.ti :ron. (K.U..Ua kN.lettii " • 
~ cooptri Carpenter 
Peetaa ~- Gabb (f.eatrellanve 
var. cerroaenai• " .. 
forma ot wicle po..,.,Uo diaVia.t.in. '1'M1r pr•-- 1a the Val 
Vel"Cle Nda ·G8BllA tiaeretore be ooaaiclered. u being ol •peo!al 
aipd.11enee. 
l"' "...IP. Cnflvinl· .aetw.- ta. Pieo group and tia• Saupe group 
in the upp... 5aata Clan. Valley oooura a ...... e1o1a of beda wbie 
ditt• litilologi•llY an4 fWMtly with Doth ta. WIClvl.Ji,ng u4 tu 
OT•lJ'iag beda1 
Th• Pico grwp 1a «X11P09ed ot fiu•graiaed yellowiab brown 
•halY ........... which apparatly repna•'h ··4eep wat.- ari.ae depo•-
itioa. and wbioh. aanJ... a •lcl •t• lower PU.oeeae t--. 
'i'lae Val Vercle becl8 oenaiat o£ eoarae poorl7 eoriecl ooagl.OJMl"&t• 
Ufl ~ wbieb NPl"UeU aWt-e.eri.al ud. littoral depMitiO&t 
ad whiob ia their •pper port.ioaa carry a ,.... water aid.4la Pllooene 
Tlle Seugu ll'01lP uooatoral>l.7 offrll• th• Val V ercle Hda alMi 
eouiat ot well-bedded med.ima " ooarae saaUWua wbieh apparently 
repreaent off-ahor•• 811.ba.queowt upo81t1oa,· and whiah are noa-toaail· 
iteroua. 
For th .. r-..ona it ill ooaclwled. that the bed.a lying O.tweea 
th• Pico group ud. 'Uae Saugu f;l'O\IP ia the Val Verde repcm eouti-
tvte a diriillot f ora.tioa Whiea ia ot Saa Diego, ud therefore 
probably of middle Pliocene age. 
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